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INTRODUCTION
Climate change is one of the greatest challenges facing humanity today because the risks it poses to the planet and
future generations are enormous and require that we take urgent action. Its impacts are already having far-reaching
economic, social, and environmental consequences and, therefore, tackling it concretely is one of the most urgent
global public policy commitments for governments today. International agreements, most recently the agreement
of the Conference of the Parties (COP21) in Paris, have been developed to unify national governments in their efforts
to reduce the anthropogenic causes of climate change by setting ambitious energy and climate targets.
The report of the European Environment Agency "Climate change, impacts and vulnerability in Europe 2012 - An
indicator-based report" highlighted, already in 2012, that in the coming decades the European region and, in
particular, the Mediterranean region will have to face particularly negative impacts of climate change, which,
combined with the effects due to anthropogenic pressures on natural resources, make the Mediterranean region one
of the most vulnerable areas in Europe (EEA, 2012). The negative impacts expected in the coming decades are mainly
related to an exceptional rise in average and maximum temperatures (especially in summer), an increase in the
frequency of extreme weather events (heat waves, droughts and episodes of heavy rainfall), and a reduction in
average annual rainfall and river flows, resulting in a possible decrease in agricultural productivity and loss of natural
ecosystems.
The extraordinary events that in recent years have anticipated what could be normal scenarios – such as the vast
fires in Australia, Alaska, and the United States, devastating tropical cyclones, records of populations exposed to heat
waves – and the data on 2019, which was the hottest at a global level since records began and closes a decade with
numerous global temperature records, demonstrate the urgency of action to avoid, at the end of the century, a global
temperature increase of 3°C, which could have irreversible effects.
Tackling climate change therefore requires a substantial change in approaches to city and regional planning, both
in terms of reducing climate-altering emissions (mitigation) and making urban systems more resilient to progressive
variability in the climate (adaptation). Indeed, even if greenhouse gas emissions are drastically reduced, the warming
of the earth's atmosphere will continue for decades and the consequences will be felt for centuries due to the delayed
effect of past emissions. This explains why adaptation and mitigation are two complementary elements.
Mitigation: acting on the causes
All actions taken to reduce concentrations of
greenhouse gas released into the
atmosphere.

For European cities, the impacts of climate change are already
evident and are expected to become increasingly intense in the
future. Temperatures are rising, precipitation patterns are
changing, ice and snow are melting, and the average sea level is
rising. The results of a survey of European cities conducted as
part of the EU project - Adaptation Strategies for European Cities
- show that 81% (out of 196 responses) have already experienced
periods of extreme heat and this is expected to be the main
impact that cities will face over the next 30 years, while 71%
hypothesise that urban areas will be increasingly affected by
water scarcity.
1

Adaptation: mitigating the impacts
A set of actions taken to anticipate the
adverse consequences of climate change, to
prevent or minimise potential damage or to
exploit the opportunities that could arise
from it.

The summary report “ClimateChange 2014”, published in 2015 by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), unequivocally demonstrates the existence of global warming and points out that, according to 95% of the
international scientific community, human activity is the dominant cause.
6
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For more details: http://eucities-adapt.eu/cms/
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These phenomena already have, and will increasingly have in the future, significant consequences for various socioeconomic sectors such as agriculture, fisheries, energy, infrastructure, tourism, and health. Indirectly, global warming
will also lead to major social impacts that will change the structure of urban areas and exacerbate situations of
inequality and poverty. The environment in cities is also subject to deterioration, from air quality to urban greenery,
if actions aren’t immediately taken.
The effects generated by climate change represent, therefore, a clear reality that can no longer be ignored, one which
requires concrete actions not only to repair the damage caused by the phenomena that have already occurred, but,
above all, to safeguard human settlements from probable future events, some of which are inevitable, even with the
strictest policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The adoption of urgent measures to combat climate change and its consequences is also one of the Agenda 2030
Sustainable Development Goals signed in September 2015 by the governments of the 193 UN member states.

GOAL 13 Take urgent action to combat
climate change and its impacts

Climate change therefore represents a threat to the achievement of the sustainable development goals, since it
creates an environment within which the very concept of sustainability loses its meaning.
Like many other cities, Turin also has to face changes in climatic conditions mainly caused by greenhouse gas
emissions associated with human activity. The analysis of climate data makes it possible to highlight, including at a
local level, some changes in meteorological variables - both in long-term trends and interannual variability - and the
increasingly frequent occurrence of extreme weather events. In general, temperatures tend to increase, intense
rainfall is exacerbated, while rainy days decrease and the seasonal trend shows anomalies in the alternation between
rainy and dry periods.
It is, therefore, necessary to develop a local adaptation strategy in time to reduce the vulnerability of the region and
people, ensuring their health and well-being and ensuring the liveability of the city and the continuity of services,
putting the most vulnerable people at the centre of climate policy (climate justice). It is estimated that the cost of
non-adaptation - at an environmental, social, and economic level - will be higher than the cost of implementing
measures to reduce risks; so, action is needed now.
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1. Cities in the fight against climate change
The impacts of climate change are already being felt and the challenge to adapt is expected to increase in the coming
years, so action cannot be delayed, especially in urban areas where these phenomena have the most visible impacts.
It is, in fact, necessary to operate taking into account not only climatic changes, but in particular the evolution of the
city, the built environment, and the population, which have already occurred and could still occur. Cities represent
the regional context where most of the population is concentrated and are therefore more vulnerable than other
areas. At the same time, cities are the economic engine of nations, the place where education and innovation are
developed, where services are created and delivered to a much larger community. Action to combat climate change
must therefore start in urban areas especially, be focused on and specific to them and be led by administrations.
At the European level, the key role of local governments to counteract climate impacts and reduce the potential of
consequent damage is often stressed. In fact, while it is well known that mitigation policy can be developed by both
local and global actions, adaptation is, in contrast, a primarily local issue as the impacts of climate change assume
different forms and dimensions depending on the region and require specific responses from local communities.
The European Commission has underlined the strong contribution that cities can make to implementing climate
change response strategies and is promoting it through major initiatives that involve the cities themselves.
First of all, the Covenant of Mayors that, since 2008, has involved and committed local and regional authorities to
reaching and exceeding the European target of a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2020 by increasing energy
efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources in their areas. Subsequently, it launched another voluntary
initiative, Mayors Adapt, committing member cities to developing a local climate change adaptation strategy and, in
2015, it integrated the two initiatives into the Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy, underlining the
complementarity of the two policies for mitigation and adaptation.
Cities are, therefore, required to organise themselves in the best possible way to assess the risks to which they are
subject and to cope with the expected
impacts, responding to the need to adapt by equipping
themselves with policies and strategies designed to
transform the urban context into a resilient organism,
Resilience
i.e., capable of withstanding external shocks without
The ability of a social or environmental system to
suffering serious damage.
absorb alterations while maintaining the same basic
The challenge for municipalities is, therefore, to tackle
structure and modes of operation; the ability to selfthe problems arising from climate change not only by
organise and adapt to stress and change.
equipping themselves with specific policies and tools,
but by developing new economic, social, and
environmental models to adapt to and to resist
environmental pressures in the long term, to make
cities resilient.
Climate resilience is defined (Lexicon and clouds: the words of climate change - University of Turin) as the ability of
a system to react to dangerous events (shocks) and pressures (disorders/stresses), reorganising itself while
maintaining its essential functions, preserving, in any case, its ability to adapt, learn, and transform. This entails the
need to develop an approach that goes beyond current one-off adaptation policies for specific climate risks,
considering resilience as a concept that encompasses three essential elements:
- reducing the fragility of the system in the face of climate impacts and limiting the cascading effects resulting from
a specific risk by upgrading the system;
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- building the capacity of social actors (e.g., households, communities, civil society, businesses, the public sector) to
anticipate and develop adaptation responses;
- strengthening and directing the institutions (social rules and norms) that are fundamental to orienting and
connecting actors and the system.
Building resilience inevitably occurs through a process of involving the population, stakeholders, all sectors that can
be influenced by adaptation actions and entails the ability to activate a strong institutional governance, able to make
the administrations of neighbouring regions and different levels of regional management interact, sharing actions
and responsibilities.

1.1

Mitigation

Climate change mitigation includes all actions aimed at reducing greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere.
Such actions include those that are designed to operate “upstream”, i.e., those aimed at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, and those that operate “downstream”, i.e., on the sequestration of greenhouse gases escaping from a
production process (through carbon capture and storage measures) or present in the atmosphere (through, for
example, reforestation measures). Actions of the first type include those aimed at reducing the demand and/or
production of energy, especially from non-renewable sources (oil, natural gas, coal) and those aimed at reducing the
demand and/or production of goods and services, especially those with a high greenhouse gas emission intensity
(e.g., beef and air transport). Mitigation policies aim to eliminate, or at least reduce, the causes of climate change.
(Lexicon and clouds: the words of climate change - University of Turin).

1.1.1

Membership of the Covenant of Mayors

The City of Turin already launched some years ago its policy to fight climate change, initially focusing on mitigation
measures, such as energy saving and efficiency and energy production from renewable sources, to reduce local
emissions of climate-altering gases.
Turin was one of the first Italian cities to join the Covenant of Mayors because it was already strongly committed to
sustainable development and because it was aware that only by setting shared goals is it possible to reach and
surpass the European goals on climate and energy to improve quality of life.
Specifically, Turin joined the Covenant of Mayors in 2009 and approved its Sustainable Energy Action Plan (TAPE Turin Action Plan for Energy) in September 2010, setting itself an ambitious target for reducing CO2 emissions: -30%
by 2020 compared to 1991 emissions.
The TAPE, which represents the city’s formal commitment to significantly reducing its CO2 emissions, has been
periodically monitored in order to update the progress of the actions and to check that the emissions reduction trend
was in line with the target to be achieved by 2020.
The first TAPE monitoring report showed a 22% reduction in CO2 emissions by comparing the base year and 2014
emissions inventories. The second monitoring report, on the other hand, made it possible to confirm, by comparing
the emissions inventory for the base year with that for 2017, that the city had exceeded the target it set itself for 2020.
In particular, a 33% reduction in CO2 emissions was recorded. This figure represents a significant result that the city
has achieved, proving its willingness, commitment undertaken, to combat climate change. The completion of some
actions already launched and additional new actions will enable a 35% reduction by the end of 2020.
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Although reduced public investment capacity has rendered it more difficult to complete some of the actions
anticipated in the TAPE, there has been a significant reduction in emissions on an annual basis in all sectors
monitored. The largest reductions in CO2 emissions, compared to the reference year (1991), were seen in the
municipal sector (-62%) and in the residential sector (-47%), while the transport sector (public and private) recorded
an overall reduction of 27%. In these sectors, the decrease in emissions is mainly due to the extension of the district
heating network, the important project to replace public lighting lamps with LED lamps, and the energy efficiency
works carried out on buildings following the enactment of specific laws and standards, both at a national and
regional level.
The tertiary sector, in spite of the increase in the area dedicated to services and large-scale distribution, thanks to an
increase in efficiency in the use of energy, has kept total CO2 emissions substantially unchanged.
If data associated with industry, which is of relevance to the city’s environmental policies, are added to the abovementioned sectors included in the Covenant of Mayors, the results in terms of CO2 emission reductions exceed 40%.

Figure 1 - Comparison of CO2 emissions inventories of the City of Turin by type of emission source
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Thanks to the significant results achieved and the progress made in recent years, the City has been recognised by the
European Union as a benchmark example, among the large cities, for the entire Covenant of Mayors community and
beyond.
However, a mitigation policy is not enough to tackle climate change.

1.2

Adaptation

The City of Turin, aware that climate change is already taking place and that future scenarios predict that this will
lead, including in the urban area, to higher temperatures with more heat waves and more intense rain events in the
coming years, joined the Mayors Adapt initiative in 2015 to prepare for and reduce the associated impacts. By
voluntarily joining this programme, the City undertook to assess the potential risks and vulnerabilities related to
climate change as a basis for defining an adaptation strategy.
The concept of climate change adaptation refers to actions that can be taken to limit the negative impacts that
extreme weather events can cause, particularly regarding the most vulnerable cities.
Adaptation mainly concerns aspects of regional planning and programming with a medium-long term horizon, but
which also include activities to face dangerous situations in the short term (due to management practices for risks
such as floods, fires, landslides, etc.).
Adaptation also has a positive impact in terms of improving the quality of the urban environment. They aim to make
cities safer and more attractive, to increase the quality of life of their inhabitants and those who visit them for work,
study, or services, making them fairer, more supportive, and capable of triggering a process of economic, social, and
cultural revitalisation.
At the beginning of 2019, Turin signed the new Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy, which, in addition to
committing the member cities to reduce their CO2 emissions by 40% by 2030, complements the two previous
initiatives and, therefore, the mitigation and adaptation policies. It is important to consider both aspects at the same
time in order to identify solutions that are, overall, more effective and useful, preventing some mitigation measures
from hampering the achievement of adaptation targets and vice versa.
For the proper design of public spaces, therefore, a synergic action is fundamental, one which makes it possible to
integrate mitigation and adaptation actions. An urban park, for example, accomplishes the task of reducing CO2
(which can be sequestered in trees, soil, and water) and, at the same time, reduces the impact of heat waves,
contributing to the thermal well-being of the people who can take refuge in it.
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2. European, national, and regional climate
action
All European countries are exposed to climate change, but some regions, including the Mediterranean basin, are
particularly vulnerable and more at risk than others. If mitigation is now a well-established issue within European
policy – consider, for example, the recent launch of the “European Green Deal” – in the case of adaptation, studies
and strategies are still relatively recent, in part because the design and implementation of adaptation measures is
much more local than mitigation policies.
Today, however, it is essential to work on adaptation in a complementary way to mitigation, seeking to estimate the
effects of climate change and taking appropriate measures to prevent or minimise its impacts. It is, therefore,
essential that all levels of governance (local, regional, national, and European) are involved in a coherent and
coordinated way.
THE EUROPEAN CONTEXT
Climate adaptation was introduced into European policy by the Green Paper on Adapting to Climate Change in
Europe - Options for EU Action, published by the European Commission in 2007 (EU, 2007), followed, in 2009, by the
White Paper entitled Adapting to Climate Change: Towards a European Framework for Action (EU, 2009), which
established the lines of action that the subsequent European Strategy should pursue:
a) developing and improving basic knowledge on climate change impacts, mapping vulnerabilities and the

costs and benefits of adaptation measures;
b) integrating adaptation into key European policies (mainstreaming);
c) using a combination of political and economic tools to ensure the effective success of adaptation strategies;
d) supporting international cooperation on adaptation together with Member States to integrate adaptation into
EU foreign policy.
After a preparatory stage lasting about four years, in 2013 the European Commission adopted the “European Strategy
on Adaptation to Climate Change”, which commits Member States to reducing their sectoral and regional
vulnerabilities. The document, starting from the 2009 White Paper and the current and expected impacts, identifies
the Mediterranean basin, the Alpine region, densely populated areas, and flood-plains as among the areas at greatest
risk.
The European Strategy has encouraged countries, which had not yet done so, to adopt a national adaptation strategy
and action plans to enable its implementation, and has recognised adaptation as a cross-cutting issue involving
different sectors at different levels. It has also introduced the issue of adaptation to the framework of the Covenant
of Mayors in order to support the related initiatives in cities through voluntary actions aimed at adopting local
strategies and raising awareness; the voluntary initiative, Mayors Adapt, fits into this context. It assumes that
adaptation efforts should be pursued primarily by cities and local authorities since centres with the most population
and infrastructure are the most vulnerable. The signatory cities have committed to contributing to the overall
objectives by developing a local strategy or integrating it into other existing plans.
In recent years, the European Union has also made a major international effort, contributing to reaching an
agreement on climate change. The positive outcome of the Paris COP21 conference is proof of this: “Europe was at
the forefront of efforts in Paris to reach an ambitious and legally binding global agreement”, according to the
European Commissioner for Climate Action and Energy. The Paris agreement establishes the long-term goal of
keeping global average temperature increases below 2°C, while striving, from the start, to achieve the more
ambitious objective of keeping global warming within + 1.5°C.
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THE NATIONAL CONTEXT
On the basis of the guidelines and objectives of the European Strategy, Italy has formally approved the National
Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change (SNACC) by Executive Decree No. 86 of 16 June 2015. It sets out the
principles and measures to minimise the risks arising from climate change: protecting the health, well-being, and
assets of the population, preserving the natural heritage, maintaining or improving the resilience and adaptability of
natural, social, and economic systems, and taking advantage of any opportunities that may arise under new climatic
conditions.
In September 2016, preparation of the National Climate Change Adaptation Plan (PNACC) was launched to
implement the SNACC.
The PNACC, currently in the Strategic Environmental Assessment stage, is structured across three sections:
1. Context analysis, climate scenarios, and climate vulnerability

The objectives are: the analysis and description of current climate conditions and benchmark climate
scenarios; the definition of homogeneous macro-regions and climate areas; and the analysis of
sectoral impacts and vulnerabilities for the national area.
2. Adaptation Actions

Identifies integrated adaptation actions, with the dual objective of exploiting synergies and
opportunities and identifying priorities for the various sectors of interest. In addition, tools are defined
for implementing adaptation actions, for coordinating between levels of government, and estimating
the resources needed and the main sources of funding.
3. Tools for participation, monitoring, and assessment

Defines indicators for monitoring and assessing the effectiveness of adaptation actions, proposes
guidelines for the approach to preparing and implementing the PNACC, and includes a programme
designed to ensure the participation of stakeholders in both the definition and implementation stage
of the PNACC. The PNACC recognises, as good practices, the activities carried out by the City of Turin
within the Life DERRIS Project (see paragraph 4.2).
THE REGIONAL CONTEXT
At the regional level, the process for defining the Regional Strategy for Climate Change (SRCC) is underway; this will
be a fundamental document for implementing the National Strategy for Sustainable Development approved by the
Inter-ministerial Committee for Economic Planning by CIPE Resolution no. 108/2017 in accordance with the
provisions of Article 3, paragraph 2 of Law no. 221/2015.
Aware that mitigation and adaptation are not two possible alternatives but a single strategy consisting of and
integrating different actions that are inextricably linked by deep cause-effect relationships, the Region has chosen to
direct the preparation of the SRCC. It is focusing on measures to reduce vulnerability and increase the resilience of
its region to climate change effects already underway and, in parallel, on implementing mitigation measures aimed
at reducing climate-altering gas emissions. In this sense, the Regional Strategy for Climate Change also becomes a
tool for implementing the commitments undertaken by the Region with the Memorandum of Understanding "UNDER
2 MOU", signed in November 2015, which commits sub-national governments, gathered in a Coalition, to implement
strategic mitigation actions.
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The Regional Strategy for Climate Change is devised as a tool for orientation, but also for synthesis and comparison,
of the different regional policies that, each with its own specificities, must respond to contributing to mitigation and
adapting to the new scenarios that our region already faces and will face in relation to this phenomenon: from health
to regional planning, from agriculture to transport, from air quality to water management, etc.
The Region is working on building the Regional Strategy through the work of an intersectoral working group properly
trained thanks to the completion of an “objective” training course, which is useful preparing the regional document
in an informed and rigorous way and for raising awareness of the phenomenon of climate change and its effects on
the environmental, economic, and social aspects of Piedmont throughout the Region.
The first activities were aimed precisely at building the climate dynamics knowledge framework for Piedmont, not
only to confirm how much this has changed over time, but also to draw future perspectives for different areas within
the region. The other important result on which the Region is working, in collaboration with Arpa Piemonte and IPLA,
in order to monitor the commitments to reduce these emissions within its region, is the climate-altering gas
emissions budget for Piedmont.
In parallel with building the Strategy Document, the Working Group has started work, in close collaboration with
ARPA Piemonte, on aligning and making cohere sectoral planning, currently being developed and approved, with
the issue of climate change. In particular, this work has focused on:
-

Regional Environmental Energy Plan;

-

Regional Air Quality Plan;

-

Project to revise the Water Protection Plan.
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3. Why an Adaptation Plan for Turin
The city of Turin has suffered from the impacts of climate change in recent years. In fact, every year, there are extreme
climatic phenomena that occur with increasing frequency and intensity, causing great damage to the city and its
economy.
The image shown in Figure 2 displays the complexity of a region that is highly exposed to extreme climatic events
aggravated by climate change. In fact, Turin’s urban area is the epicentre of a complex hydrological system and
presents a hilly area within its region with strong criticalities in terms of hydrology due to the numerous landslides,
both active and dormant, that affect that portion of the city.

Figure 2 - The region of the Municipality of Turin in the surrounding hydrological context. Source: Turin - Towards the
metropolitan regional strategy (G. Pasqui - Politecnico di Milano and C. Calvaresi – IRS: Institute for Social Research) Torino Strategica (Strategic Turin)

Turin has already had to cope with particularly acute episodes of flooding and heat waves. In 1994, 2000, and 2016
the city suffered considerable damage due to the flooding of rivers that cross it and, in 2003, it recorded the first
emergency situation linked to heat waves - a phenomenon that has been increasing in recent years - with a sharp
rise in the city’s mortality rate.
Until recently, the administration did not have an overall adaptation goal, and neither had an assessment of the
vulnerability and risks associated with climate change been made. There was, in fact, a lack of awareness that these
events could be repeated, even more frequently and with greater intensity, due to the changed climatic conditions
and interventions carried out without any view of the whole.
The adaptation measures adopted so far have therefore concerned, above all, the safety of the 4 watercourses that
cross the city (Po, Dora Riparia, Sangone, and Stura di Lanzo), in close collaboration with the higher local authorities,
the Piedmont Region, and the Basin District Authority, through specific actions on the river edges and projects to renaturalise the banks.
Below are some images that testify to the impacts on the municipal region caused by recent events affecting the city.
Climate Resilience Plan
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In 1994, 2000, and 2016 the city suffered considerable damage
due to the flooding of rivers that cross it and, in 2003, it
recorded the first emergency situation linked to heat waves a phenomenon that has been increasing in recent years - with
a sharp rise in the city’s mortality rate.

It is therefore a priority to equip ourselves with a tool that defines how to “adapt” the city and its dynamics to a
climate that has changed and that is destined to change further in the coming years.
In order to effectively combat climate change, the development model must, in general, be changed.
Adaptation to climate change is a key element of the strategic plan: “Torino 2030 – Sustainable and Resilient”,
an action plan, approved by the City in December 2019, that presents the vision of the City in 2030 and focuses
on a very solid sustainability agenda. The environmental pillars of this programme are: climate resilience
understood as both mitigation and adaptation; green infrastructure and nature-based solutions; a renewed
public transport system, electric and shared mobility, safe roads, and mobility as a service; and the circular
economy, reduction in food and other waste, salvaging materials and recycling.
Climate Resilience Plan
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4. Turin's journey through policy to combat
climate change
4.1 The context of the city
Table 1: Turin context data

Indicator

Unit of measurement

Update
2019

Population

872,316

Number of inhabitants

Surface area

130.17
6,701

km2

39.40

°C

2019

14.62

°C

2019

-10.2

°C

2019

(Data from the TAPE 2017 update excluding industrial consumption)

11,387,765

MWh/year

2017

Reduction in CO2 emissions

-33

% compared with 1991

2017

Green indexes

37

% sup.

2019

(Data from green print 2019)

55
189

m2/resident

2018
2011

Population density
Maximum temperature

(ARPA station - Turin (Consolata) data
from 19/12/2003 to 31/12/2019)

km

2

2019
2019

Average temperature

(ARPA station - Turin (Consolata) data
from 19/12/2003 to 31/12/2019)

Minimum temperature

(ARPA station - Turin (Consolata) data
from 19/12/2003 to 31/12/2019)

Energy consumption

Water consumption

(SMAT website data - City of Turin)

L/resident

Journeys
(“MobilitAria” report data 2019 Metropolitan City of Turin)

2016-2017

- Average length of journey

10.1

Km

- Average time dedicated to mobility
on weekdays

57

min/day

- Average mobility rate

90.2

%

- Average weekday entrances to city

245,300

journeys/day

2013

(IMQ 2013 CMT survey data)
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The social and economic transformation that affected the city in the 1980s and 1990s bequeathed about 10 million
square metres of abandoned industrial space in need of renovation. The great effort that Turin has made in the last
two decades to reinvent itself and give itself a new identity, going from an “industrial city” to a city with technological,
engineering, cultural, higher education, design and production sectors, has also favoured the development of green
space in the city. Today, in fact, Turin is one of the greenest cities in Italy and boasts over 55 square metres of green
spaces (public and private) per resident. The factors that have contributed to achieving this result are, on the one
hand, the large parks and greenways that the City has inherited from its baroque past and, on the other hand, the
strong commitment made since the 90s until today to convert brownfields into green areas, to recover river corridors
as ecological belts and to create green spaces in the neighbourhood with each redevelopment project. This has led
to an extensive network of green spaces.
Today, in Turin, 93% of the city’s inhabitants can reach a green recreational area within 300 metres from home.
The development model that guided the city’s reconversion process was therefore inspired by concepts typical of
current adaptation policies, first of all the unwaterproofing of industrial areas and their transformation into green
areas.
Currently, the city’s area is heavily urbanised and it is, therefore, difficult to think of great transformations of this kind
to respond to the impacts of a climate that is changing and that is destined to change further in the coming years.
The administration has, therefore, decided to prepare, partly following the important period of discussion with the
City of Portland (see paragraph 4.3), a Climate Change Adaptation Plan, and not an adaptation strategy, because it
has set itself the goal of defining specific measures and actions to be implemented in order to reduce the vulnerability
of its region and its citizens.

4.2

The Life DERRIS Project

The first important step in the journey that the City has started to prepare its Climate Change Adaptation Plan is
represented by the pilot of the Life DERRIS Project (DisastEr Risk Reduction InSurance). This made it possible to
perform a specific analysis on an industrial context, in particular that of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), and
led to the preparation of the IDAP - Integrated District Adaptation Plan - Adaptation Plan relating to the “Torino che
protegge” (Turin that protects) pilot area.
Turin has, in fact, participated as a partner in the Derris Project that started in September 2015 and ended in
September 2018. It was the first European project that saw the public administration, companies, and the insurance
sector working together to reduce the risks caused by extraordinary climate events, trying to create innovative
models of public-private partnerships aimed at better protecting the region and developing resilience. The project
was focussed on increasing the resilience of SMEs, which are significantly affected by the impacts of increasingly
intense climate events, in part because SMEs do not have adequate tools for assessing and managing these
phenomena. In fact, 90% of SMEs (source: AIBA - Italian Association of Insurance and Reinsurance Brokers) that, as a
result of a catastrophic event, are forced to stop production for more than a week, go bankrupt within a year. The
Derris project analysed 7 main climate hazards (temperatures, floods, rain, wind, hail, lightning, landslides) that affect
or may affect a significant number of companies in different areas of our country. For each of these, it then developed
a map to provide each company, based on its location, with an indication of the hazard level of its geographical area
in terms of the probability that an event will happen and the intensity that it could have.
Within the project, Turin represented the territorial context where the pilot took place. A series of actions were carried
out (training course and visits to the company) to transfer skills in assessing and managing the risk of catastrophic
events, building and disseminating tools to minimise damage both at the level of individual companies (such as the
company adaptation plan) and at the level of the business district. These actions have been tested with Turin
companies and were then spread throughout Italy.
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In the pilot project “Torino che Protegge”, 30 SMEs were involved that were based in one of the six areas,
identified as testing areas, located in the northern part of the city.
With regard to the impacts of climate change, the pilot companies were in different situations: some had
already suffered damage caused by extreme climate events while others had not, as some had already
taken preventive measures to reduce the risks and others, on the other hand, had never assessed their
vulnerability.
In any type of business and regardless of its size, normal business activity can be shaken by unexpected
events that can create emergency situations. Many climate events can trigger crisis situations, with
implications for the company’s production capacity, market competitiveness, image, and reputation.
When crisis situations occur, the degree of preparedness and management capacity are crucial for the
company’s survival.
The SMEs, which voluntarily decided to follow the path proposed as part of the project, participating in
the pilot experiment, prepared their climate change adaptation action plans (CAAP - Company Adaptation
Action Plan). They did so using the CRAM tool, a self-assessment tool developed in the context of the Derris
project and now available on the web for all SMEs in Italy. Each company identified the actions (on average
about twenty) to be implemented to reduce its vulnerability to more-or-less dangerous weather events:
some actions concern the protection of the company’s physical assets, such as plants and machinery;
others concern the company management and organisation; some fundamental measures concern
emergency management.
In the context of DERRIS, Turin prepared an Integrated District Adaptation Plan (IDAP) for the pilot area.
This plan, which analyses the risk exposure and climate change adaptation strategy of SMEs, was a first
step towards the city’s overall adaptation plan.
In May 2018, ARPA Piemonte presented the results of a climate assessment study for the Turin urban area.
The document reveals a significant upward trend in both
the maximum and average temperatures and since the
analysis of the CAAPs showed that, among the dangers to
which the companies in the pilot area are most exposed
are extreme temperatures, the administration decided to
extend, within the IDAP, the vulnerability analysis with
respect to this climate factor, in order to locate the
intervention priorities and make a proper plan.
Analyses have shown that most of the city’s urban fabric
is located in the moderate-danger area, while the highrisk areas of the city are concentrated on two large
groups of industrial buildings: the Fiat complex in the
south-west and the IVECO complex in the north-east; the
former Thyssen Krupp plant located on Corso Regina
Margherita is also a high-danger area.

Road system
Recreational green areas
Basse di Stura area
Rivers, lakes, and
t

Urban Heat Island Risk
Zero risk
Low risk
Medium risk
High risk

Considering that the industrial areas are the ones that are
most often found in the high danger zones, a deeper
analysis was conducted to understand how these areas
and the temperatures related to them could also affect
neighbouring areas.

Figure 3 - Distribution of heat island risk classes (high, medium, and low)
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This analysis has shown that, within a distance of 50 metres from the industrial buildings, the average temperatures
during selected extreme heat events are 3°C higher than the city average, reaching 1°C at a distance of 50 to 100
metres.
In summary:
• 27% of the region falls within an area with a low risk of heat island;
• 44% of the region falls within an area with a medium risk of heat island;
• 2% of the region falls within an area with a high risk of heat island.

4.3

Comparison with other cities

The Turin pilot experience of the Derris project was complemented by a co-design path, through which the City
decided to confront the issue of adaptation to climate change with different types of stakeholders present in the
region: companies providing public services, associations, businesses, trade associations, the academic world, and
other public bodies working on adaptation policies (Piedmont Region, Metropolitan City of Turin, ARPA Piemonte).
The above-mentioned path also saw the involvement of different sectors of the administration.
Another important discussion took place with the cities, whether Italian or not, that had already developed a strategy
or an adaptation plan. In particular, thanks to the technical and economic support of the German Marshall Fund of
the United States, Torino climate lab was launched, within the framework of which a collaboration with the
American cities of Portland (Oregon), Oakland (California), and New Orleans (Louisiana) was created. This made it
possible to observe positive, participatory process models and to verify the impact of some types of adaptation
measures already implemented, even if in regional contexts that differed from the local one. In particular, there have
been three opportunities for discussion with the City of Portland, which is a world leader for its 4th climate plan. Two
of these occasions took place in Turin with the participation of some representatives, politicians, and technicians,
who described their experience along the way to preparing the Climate Action Plan (2015) and, in particular, the
importance of the collaboration between the different administrative departments, which was mainly based on
sharing goals and on strong multi-stakeholder involvement. A third opportunity for discussion took place in Portland,
during a study tour that allowed the City of Turin representatives to learn about the different phases of the process
that Portland faced in preparing its plan and some interventions already carried out.

Figure 4 - Study tour in Portland (left). Rainwater management intervention along the roadway (in the middle).
Infrastructure dedicated to sustainable mobility only (right)

The subject of discussion with New Orleans was, in contrast, the co-creation model of the adaptation strategy that
the American city is developing, which involves the active participation of citizens in the planning and preparing of
the plan. This approach favours the acceptance of the solutions identified and the co-responsibility of the citizenship,
which is not a third party but plays an active part in the choices made by the administration.
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Figure 5 - Opportunities for discussion with New Orleans - Public meeting (left) and discussion with the
technicians of the City of Turin (right)

Equality and inclusion through the
New Orleans citizens’ direct
participation in climate adaptation
policies was the theme of a public
meeting and a subsequent, specific
discussion with the technicians of
the City of Turin, which took place in
Turin in January 2019.
Another important activity that
accompanied the development of
this plan was the analysis of
international cases and experiences
of adaptation strategies and plans
already implemented. Thanks to the
support of university students who
chose to do an internship on this
topic and a PhD student who was
working on the comparison of
adaptation policies in countries in
Southern Europe, it was possible to
analyse the structure, contents, and
subsequent implementation phases
of the same plans, highlighting their
strengths and critical points.

4.4

The interdisciplinary working group on climate
change

As already pointed out, the effects generated by climate change represent an evident reality that can no longer be
ignored, one which requires concrete actions not only to repair the damage caused by the phenomena that have
already occurred but above all to safeguard human settlements from probable future events.
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In the urban context, where these phenomena have more visible impacts, it is necessary to take into account not
only climate variations, but particularly the evolution of the city and the population, which has already occurred and
could still occur. The increase in population and land consumption, the age and obsolescence of the building stock,
the inadequacy of infrastructure and plant networks are some of the main concauses of damage, representing the
factors of greater urban vulnerability that, without proper action planning, are destined to get worse.
Given, therefore, the cross-cutting nature of the problem, adaptation requires an integrated, multidisciplinary
approach, the involvement of all levels of decision-making, as well as collaboration with higher bodies, according to
a multiscale approach. Adaptation does not necessarily mean doing more; it means doing things differently.
In order to respond to this need, and by virtue of the “lesson” learned from discussions with American cities, the City
of Turin has created, with the approval in January 2018 of a board resolution proposed by 5 different Departments
(Environment, Green and Civil Protection - Urban Planning - Infrastructures and Mobility - Social Policies - Innovation)
an interdepartmental working group to assist in preparing the climate change adaptation plan (hereinafter referred
to as GdL).
The goal of this GdL was to work in a joint and coordinated way to identify short- and long-term adaptation options,
examining, within the different sectors, possible good practices and existing measures, as well as promoting the
definition of actions and guidelines to build adaptive capacity at a local level.
Environment Area (3 Offices)

Urban Planning and Quality of the built environment

Private Building Area

Green Area (2 Services)

Infrastructure Area

Public Building Area

Mobility Area

Civil Protection Area

Social Policies Area

AXTO Project Service - Public Assets - Suburbs

European Funds Service, Innovation

Energy management office

The GdL, made up of representatives of 15 different municipal Offices/Services, started operating in April 2018 and
worked closely with ARPA Piemonte and other local stakeholders, first of all the Piedmont Region and the Universities
of Turin. During 2018 and 2019, the GdL worked on trying to identify the city’s main vulnerabilities, to highlight and
strengthen the adaptation strategies already in place, and to collectively establish medium-term priority actions.
Specifically, the group worked both through a series of one-to-one meetings (more than 20 meetings), between the
group's coordination office and the individual offices/services to examine specific aspects, and through joint
meetings, such as opportunities for repaying and sharing what emerged from the individual meetings with all
members. The joint meetings were also an opportunity to plan or reschedule subsequent activities, but, above all,
for defining strategies to effectively combat the local environmental, social, and economic impacts of climate
change.

Figure 6 - Meetings of the Working Group
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5. Climate vulnerability
An important preliminary aspect for defining the potential impacts to which the city is subject due to climate change
is, in addition to the assessment of climate forcings in future scenarios, the vulnerability analysis, which makes it
possible to define the specific risks that characterise the urban area and their magnitude. This assessment is
important both for defining adaptation actions and for monitoring their effectiveness afterwards.

5.1

How the climate is changing

The temperatures recorded in Turin from 1951 to the present day show a significant upward trend in both maximum
and average values, while the minimum temperatures are almost stable or slightly decreasing.
In particular, the maximum temperatures show a significant trend of approximately 0.6°C every 10 years over all
historical records since 1951 and the last 30 years are those that have contributed most to heating, with a trend of
approximately 0.8°C every 10 years.
In the last fifteen years, the average temperature has always been above the norm of the thirty-year reference period
(1971-2000) for an overall estimated increase of approximately 1°C in 50 years. Considering the maximum
temperature, the anomalies have always been positive since 1988 and show a marked upward trend, which has been
approximately 2.2°C for the last 60 years. The minimum temperatures show a slight negative trend, although not
statistically significant, with recent years showing frequent negative anomalies.
This trend in recent years is in contrast to increased meteorological variability, with lower minimum and higher
average maximum temperatures.
Turin - Maximum and minimum annual temperature anomaly compared to the period 1971-2000
Tmin Anomaly
Tmax Anomaly

Linear (Tmin Anomaly)
Linear (Tmax Anomaly)

Figure 7 - Maximum (red) and minimum (blue) annual temperature anomaly in Turin from 1951 to 2019
compared to the reference period 1971-2000.
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The increase in maximum temperatures is distributed over the whole year, with a higher value in the winter period
(approximately 2.9°C, followed by summer with 2.3°C, and spring with 2.2°C).
In the spring period, a more marked inter-annual variability is observed, superimposed on the positive trend for
maximum temperatures that is stronger than the winter trend.
The temperature extremes have also changed, particularly during the summer season: the distribution of the
maximum daily summer temperature over the last 30 years shows an increase in all the highest percentiles:
approximately 1.7°C for the 95th percentile and approximately 1.8°C for the 99th percentile.
In the distribution of minimum winter temperatures, the high percentiles tend to decrease, by about half a degree,
which seems to testify to a downward trend of the winter minimums, particularly in the values around the average.
The tropical nights indicator does not show any significant trend, while days of frost in the period 1951-2019 in the
city of Turin show a slight downward trend, in accordance with the general changes in temperatures due to warming.
The analysis of the average annual cumulative rainfall anomalies in Turin over the last 60 years, compared to the
reference period 1971-2000, does not exhibit a clear and statistically significant trend or even an increase in interannual variability, but rather there are periods of several consecutive years below the reference norm, alternating
with others in which the rainfall amount during the year is positive. At a seasonal level, the data show that, since 2000,
the less rainy years seem to predominate except in the autumn period where there are more years characterised by
a positive anomaly.
If you consider the annual cycle of rain, you can see that the rainiest months of the year are May and November in the
last 20 years, while, historically, they were the spring (April and May) and early summer (June) months.
“Seasonally, the data show that, since 2000, the less rainy years seem to predominate except in the
autumn period where there are more years with a positive anomaly."
In all periods considered, the least rainy month is January. In the last 20 years, the rainiest autumn month switched
from October to November.
The number of rainy days (recorded rainfall greater than or equal to 1 mm) shows a slight downward trend for the 1
mm and 5 mm thresholds, while a slight increase in rainfall occurs with a threshold greater than 10 mm and 20 mm
(although the trends are not statistically significant). Considering the last thirty years on record, compared to the
thirty years previous to those, there is an increase in average annual rainfall and a slight decrease in the number of
rainy days, with a consequent increase in rainfall intensity (i.e. mm of rain per day).
From the point of view of intense daily rainfall, there is a slight upward trend for extreme values that is more marked
for the 99th percentile. The seasons where the increase is greatest are summer and autumn, characterised by the
presence of convective phenomena, favoured by a warmer atmosphere. In the autumn period, the years
characterised by flood events are highlighted, without a variability trend. There was also a slight increase in the hourly
highs and the 99th percentile, while maintaining great variability; no trend was observed for the lower percentiles.
From the data observed, it cannot therefore be said with certainty that the intense short-term rainfall in the city of
Turin has increased, although the data for the summer and autumn seasons seem to display an increase. As far as
the hydrological regime is concerned, in general, it can be said that it is characterised by smaller flow rates in
summer-winter and larger flow rates in autumn-spring. As far as periods with lower flow rates are concerned, summer
is characterised by a flow rate mainly fed by rainfall and affected by withdrawals due to dry summers, while the winter
flow rate by liquid precipitation in the lower part of the basin and not very much by snowmelt. In the spring period,
the flow rates are mainly determined by the contribution of the snowmelt and in the autumn mainly by precipitation.
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THE CLIMATE IS CHANGING
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Figure 8 - Temperature trend infographic (observed data). Source: Climate vulnerability analysis - ARPA Piemonte
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February ANNUAL

THE CLIMATE IS CHANGING
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Figure 9 - Precipitation trend infographic (observed data). Source: Climate vulnerability analysis - ARPA Piemonte
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Considering the monthly snowfalls in the city of Turin, it can be observed that the snowiest month on average is
February, the least snowy is December (5.4 cm on average), early snowfalls are less frequent (0.8 cm on average in
November), and late ones are rare (0.2 cm on average in April).
Analysing the wind distribution averaged over 10 minutes, one finds that most of the values are below 18 km/h and,
on average, 30% of the values correspond to wind calm (<0.3 m/s).
As far as the extreme wind speed values measured in the different areas of Turin are concerned, there are differences
but no trends can be inferred, considering that the historical records are relatively short. The values, higher at Turin’s
Alenia weather station where the maximum annual hourly gust is always higher than 18 m/s (equal to 65 km/h), reach
peaks of 28.6 m/s (103 km/h).
The trend of heating day degrees is decreasing, and this leads to a lower heating demand, in accordance with the
trend of rising temperatures.
In order to assess the effects of heat on human health and activities, a number of biometeorological indices have
been assessed: data analysis shows that for all indices, with the exception of tropical nights, there has been a
significant increase in the number of days marked by discomfort over the last twenty years.
It is difficult to show a statistically significant trend in the number of heat waves, although it can be observed that the
most critical summers in terms of heat have occurred in the new millennium and that in recent summers there has
always been at least one heat wave.
The intense and persistent heat is associated with increases in both mortality and morbidity, especially among the
most vulnerable subjects, both for age, gender, health conditions, and social hardship. The average annual excess
mortality and the number of days in which a heat wave occurs show a strong linear relationship, particularly for years
with a high number of days affected by heat waves.
Another potential impact generated by climate change and heat waves is the increase in energy consumption during
the summer season due to the increased use of air conditioning systems. Summer peaks in energy demand are
actually increasing.
There is no upward trend in the length of dry periods (maximum number of consecutive days without rain) over the
years. Considering only the winter period (November-March), there is greater variability (alternation of dry and wet
winters) and, overall, a slight positive trend over approximately the last 30 years.

5.2

How the climate will change

For the analysis of climate scenarios to 2100, we used data from the climate model used for the Ministry of the
Environment’s National Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change in the RCP 4.5 scenario, which represents a
scenario with significant greenhouse gas mitigation interventions in line with the Paris Agreement targets, and the
RCP 8.5 scenario, a trend scenario in which the trend of greenhouse gas emissions remains the same as the current
one.
In the mitigation scenario, the annual temperature sees an overall increase of almost 3°C to 2100 with an average
rate of increase of 0.3°C every 10 years.
The rate of increase is higher until 2060-2070, when the temperature tends to stabilise.
In addition to the average temperatures, there is an increase in all percentiles: for example, the 95th percentile of the
maximum summer temperature goes from 34.06 °C to 38.16 °C between the current period and the future scenario,
with a consequent increase in the number of days of discomfort for the population. In general, in future scenarios,
extreme temperature values will occur more frequently.
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Turin - Maximum, average, and minimum annual temperatures
RCP 4.5

Annual Taverage
Linear (annual Taverage)

Annual Tmin
Linear (annual Tmin)

Annual Tmax
Linear (annual Tmax)

Figure 10 - Trends in average, maximum, and minimum annual temperatures and respective trend lines for the RCP
scenario 4.5

In order to better define the increase in summer temperatures, in terms of discomfort due to heat, some climate
indicators have been calculated for the summer period. The indicators over the period 2011-2040 seem to double in
frequency compared to the current monitoring period, and triple in the 30-year period 2041-2070.
Over the last thirty years, a much more limited increase emerges, linked to the temperature stabilisation predicted
for the RCP scenario 4.5.
For the trend scenario, temperatures tend to rise until the end of the century, with a more pronounced trend for
maximum temperatures. This increase and the growth rate remain significant until the end of the century,
Turin - Maximum, average, and minimum annual temperatures
RCP 8.5

Annual Taverage
Linear (annual Taverage)

Annual Tmin
Linear (annual Tmin)

Annual Tmax
Linear (annual Tmax)

Figure 11- Trend of average, maximum, and minimum annual temperatures and respective trend lines for the RCP
scenario 8.5
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THE CLIMATE IS CHANGING
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Figure 12 - Future temperature projections infographic Source: Climate vulnerability analysis - ARPA Piemonte
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THE CLIMATE IS CHANGING
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Figure 13 - Future rainfall projections infographic Source: Climate vulnerability analysis - ARPA Piemonte

consistent with the emission scenario that does not predict the stabilisation of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere
during the 21st century.
The average annual temperature in the RCP 8.5 scenario sees an overall increase of almost 6.5°C to 2100 with a rate
of increase of 0.68°C every 10 years, the maximum an overall increase of almost 6.7°C to 2100 with a rate of increase
of 0.7°C every 10 years, while the minimum is expected to increase by almost 6°C to 2100 with a rate of increase of
0.63°C every 10 years.
The distribution of maximum temperatures in Turin, during the summer period, shows a definite shift of the entire
distribution to the right for the future, which shows an increase not only in the average value, but also of the higher
percentiles. The average value will tend to be less frequent, while the extremes will be more likely, also confirming a
greater variability in the future climate.
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In general, there is an increase in all the percentiles towards higher values and a flattening of the curve: the shift to the right
of the distribution (for example the 95th percentile of the maximum summer temperature goes from 34.06 °C to 43.6 °C
between the control period and the future scenario), with a consequent increase in the number of days of discomfort for the
population.
Considering the number of rainy days in the mitigation scenario, there is a downward trend throughout the century; the
average annual rainfall is also slightly decreasing, with the exception of the last thirty years of the century. Moderate to
heavy rainfall, however, appears to be increasing. At the same time, there is an upwards trend in the maximum annual
length of dry periods.
The number of rainy days also tends to decrease in the trend scenario, the average annual rainfall, while increasing slightly
until 2041, decreases in the following thirty years. In particular, there is a general decrease in the number of rainy days that is
more pronounced for low and moderate rainfall; heavy rainfalls remain steadier. Also in this scenario, there is an increasing
trend in the number of consecutive days without rain, more marked in the period 2071-2100.
For both emission scenarios, the period around the middle of the century is very critical, with the number of days in heat
waves tending to double or triple compared to the previous thirty years. The number and maximum length of heat waves
also increase, in particular the maximum duration increases significantly, reaching, and even exceeding, a whole month at the
end of the century. In the worst-case scenario, RCP 8.5, the increase at the end of the century entails summers that will have
more than half of the days in heat waves.

Summary table
temperatures

MINIMUM Temperature

MAXIMUM Temperature

1951 - 2019
+0.6°C/10 years
from 16.9°C for the
period 1951-1980 to
18.9°C for the
period 1981-2019

maximum

2011-2040

2041-2070

2071-2100

+1.6°C

+2.8°C

+3.4°C

+0.3°C/10
years
+2.5°C

Greater increase in the
last 30 years
+0.8°C/10 years

+4.5°C

+2.6°C

+1.1°C

+2.8°C

Scenario

minimum

Significance

RCP 4.5

YES

RCP 8.5

YES

RCP 4.5

YES

RCP 8.5

YES

+3.2°C

+0.3°C/10
years

-0.03°C/10 years

and

+6.9°C

+0.7°C/10
years
+1.4°C

Steady over time

for

+5.1°C

+0.6°C/10
years
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Average precipitation

Rainfall summary table
1951-1983

1984-2019

884 mm

896 mm

control
rainfall
1971-2000

2011-2040

2041-2070

20712100

-103 mm

-45 mm

-27 mm

927 mm
It rained more in the
last 30 years

824 mm

882 mm

900 mm

But there hasn’t been a
NET upward or
downward trend

+65 mm

-92 mm

-153 mm

79 days

927 mm

75 days

992 mm

835 mm

774 mm

-11 days

-13 days

-12 days

Rainy days

97 days
Average annual rainy
days decrease over the
last 30 years

Dry Days

34 days (35 days NovMar)

Scenario

significance

RCP 4.5

NO

RCP 8.5

NO

NO
RCP 4.5

86 days

84 days

85 days

NO

3 days

-19 days

-26 days

NO

94 days

78 days

71 days

+12 days

+28 days

+45 days

97 days

RCP 8.5

48 days

NO
NO
RCP 4.5

1971-2000 → 36 days
(39 Nov-Mar)

60 days

76 days

93 days

NO

2001-2019 → 32 days
(33 Nov-Mar)

+12 days

+27 days

+106 days

NO

Slight decrease in days
without rain in the last 15
years
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Summary table for heat waves

No. of heat waves

The assessment is made using a very strict index that highlights only the most intense heat waves.

1951-1983

1984-2019

2011-2040

2041-2070

2071-2100

Scenario

1

1.4

+1.3

+3

+2.8

RCP 4.5

yes

+1.4

+3

+2.7

RCP 8.5

yes

+4.8
days

+10.6
days

+16.9
days

RCP 4.5

yes

-

+4.6
days

+18.8
days

+46.7
days

RCP 8.5

yes

-

+11.4
days

+28.7
days

+36.5
days

RCP 4.5

yes

-

+10.7
days

+39.3
days

+70.8
days

RCP 8.5

yes

Great inter-annual
variability with intense
events in 2003, 2006,
2015, and
2017

No. of summer days
in heat wave

Var. in no of days in heat
wave versus control

Maximum heat wave
length

3.9

4.2

significance

5.4

7.1

15.3
days

32.6
days

40.4
days

RCP 4.5

yes

-

-

14.6
days

43.2
days

74.7
days

RCP 8.5

yes
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Summary table for biometeorological indices

2011-2040

2041-2070

2071-2100

+18 days

+33 days

+34 days

RCP 4.5

-

+23 days

+33 days

+40 days

RCP 8.5

-

+6 days

+16 days

+18 days

RCP 4.5

-

More than quadruple

+8 days

+23 days

+37 days

RCP 8.5

-

22

+13 days

+29 days

+32 days

RCP 4.5

-

+16 days

+37 days

+50 days

RCP 8.5

-

+17 days

+35 days

+37 days

RCP 4.5

-

+18 days

+41 days

+51 days

RCP 8.5

-

+21 days

+38 days

+38 days

RCP 4.5

-

+25 days

+39 days

+47 days

RCP 8.5

-

67

>27

Tropical days
Tropical nights

89

33% increase

3.5

Apparent max T°
>32°C

Discomfort Index

HUMIDEX > 30

1989-2000 2001-2019

17.6

47

About double

32
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Figure 14 - Climate parameter trends in the past and future projections infographic.
Source: Climate vulnerability analysis - ARPA Piemonte
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The vulnerability analysis shows that the main climate risks are related to heat waves and intense precipitation
events. These risks have been analysed in terms of possible impacts on: quality of life, social services, public health,
air quality, buildings, green infrastructure, transport infrastructure, industrial processes, and rainwater management.
The main challenges associated with climate change that Turin will have to face concern:

-

the increased duration and intensity of heat waves;

-

the increase in flooding due to intense rainfall, including abrupt rainfall, increasingly frequent and intense.

The climate analysis has been integrated with the analysis of vulnerabilities and risks present in the region, which
may vary according to the characteristics of the area, in particular the urban morphology, altitude, and proximity to
areas with more sunlight or more able to absorb solar radiation and re-emit energy in the form of heat. An important
point on which the GdL dwelt, was to try to assess how the green system affects the city’s climate challenges.
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6. Turin at risk
6.1

The urban heat island

This second type of analysis started from the map that represents the distribution of heat island risk classes (high,
medium, and low), shown in Fig. 3, from the assessments of the interference of the type of surface (permeable, i.e.,
with the presence of exposed soil and/or green, and impermeable, i.e., with the presence of cement/asphalt) with
this risk situation. Subsequently, an attempt was made to assess how the urban green system interacts with the city’s
conditions of discomfort due to heat waves.

6.1.1

The green system in Turin

Turin has an extraordinary heritage of green infrastructure, consisting of rivers, parks, hills, and gardens that shape
the city’s identity and quality of life. In particular, the city benefits from an extensive, widespread, and highly
diversified urban green system capable of meeting the needs of citizens and able to produce ecosystem services that
provide important benefits to the community.
37% of the city’s surface area, corresponding to approximately 48 km2, is made up of public and private green areas
with over 55 m2 of green space per inhabitant. Of these 48 km2 of green area, 36% is classified as recreational green
space for recreational, social, and sports activities and more than 90% of the population can reach one such space
within 5 minutes’ walk from their home, an enviable standard compared to many European cities.

Road system
Recreational green areas
Green areas (public and
Agricultural areas (public
Wooded areas (public
Rivers, lakes, and waterways
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6.1.1.1

Nature-Based Solutions for Heat Islands

Considering only those parts of the region at zero risk or low risk regarding heat islands, which correspond to 54% of
the municipal area, the map on the left of Fig. 16 highlights that these are concentrated in green areas or areas
adjacent to them, as well as near tree-lined avenues, highlighting how proximity to green infrastructure can mitigate
exposure to risk.
Similarly, considering only the medium- and high-risk areas, which correspond to 46% of the municipal area, the
map on the right of Fig. 16 highlights how they are mainly concentrated in urbanised and, therefore, impervious
areas.
In particular, the flat area is the most densely built-up part of the city and, therefore, most exposed to the urban heat
island phenomena.
The most critical areas are the industrial areas, which are often large spaces without green infrastructure, and with
large impervious surfaces.

Road system
Impervious areas
Permeable areas
Rivers, lakes, and waterways
Urban Heat Island Risk
Zero risk
Low risk

Road system
Impervious areas
Permeable areas
Rivers, lakes, and waterways
Urban Heat Island Risk
Medium risk
High risk

Figure 16 - NBS and low risk of heat islands (left) and NBS and medium-high risk of heat islands (right)

The effect on regulating temperatures that green infrastructure brings is, therefore, evident. This is especially true of
urban areas, through the shading and evapotranspiration of vegetation, which mitigate the heat island
phenomenon.
It is, therefore, essential to increase green infrastructure to promote the physical and social well-being of the
population and to maximise effective ecosystem services to counter the effects of climate change.
Since extreme weather events will become more frequent and more intense, precisely because of climate change,
the city needs to be prepared to confront higher temperatures without compromising the safety and quality of life of
its citizens.
In order to make the green heritage more and more capable of meeting the demands presented by new climate
scenarios, as well as the need to strengthen the ecosystem services and also maximise their performance, the
administration will seek, in line with drawing-up the green infrastructure strategic plan, to increase the total quantity
and quality of green areas in the city. In particular, it will selectively develop additional green infrastructure in those
areas with greater climate vulnerability, both in terms of urban heat islands and localised flood and landslide events.
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On the other hand, the choice of climate-proof species, with a low allergen index, will be carefully considered.

6.2

Risk of flooding

Turin is crossed by 4 important waterways: the Po, Dora Riparia, Stura, and Sangone. This makes the city area
vulnerable to flood risk.
The definition of flood zones in Italy (and therefore also in Turin) is based on the indications given by the Floods
Directive 2007/60/EC, which determines a methodological framework for assessing and managing flood risk,
including hazard mapping to determine risk among the activity phases. According to the European Directive, hazard
mapping must include the perimeter of areas that could be affected by floods with different return times (R.T.):

•

R.T. between 20 and 50 years, i.e., frequent flooding;

•

R.T. between 100 and 200 years, i.e., infrequent flooding;

•

R.T. up to 500 years after the event, i.e., rare floods.

Road system
Recreational green areas
Basse di Stura area
Cemetery, infrastructure, and industrial production areas
Rivers, lakes, and waterways

Risk of flooding
Zero risk
Low risk
Medium risk
High risk

In Turin, an area of about 35 km2 is
affected by the risk of flooding, in
particular:
•

60% of this area falls within an
area with a low flood risk, for a
total of 21 km2;

•

29% falls within an area with a
medium risk of flooding, for a
total of 10 km2;

•

11% falls within an area with a
high flood risk, for a total of 4
km2.

In order to limit the damage caused
by calamitous events that may affect
flood-prone areas, as represented in
the map, the areas with different
levels of risk are subject to different
restrictions in the types of human
and productive activities that can be
established there.

Figure 17
Mapping flood zones.
(Floods Directive)
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The city of Turin may be affected by flooding phenomena caused, in addition to the overflowing of waterways, by
intense precipitation events, often very concentrated in time and space.
The analysis of rainfall data carried out by ARPA Piemonte and contained in the vulnerability analysis, in chapter 5,
revealed an increase in the frequency of days with intense rainfall and this trend is expected to increase in the coming
decades, which could aggravate the hydraulic and hydrogeological risk problems already present in the Turin area.
In 1893, it was decided that the city of Turin would construct a sewerage system to replace the system of cesspools
present in the city (the cause of the pollution of the urban subsoil and aquifers, as well as a vehicle for the spread of
numerous epidemics) that, due to the great population increase in the second half of the nineteenth century, was no
longer sustainable. Turin’s sewage system was immediately built with a double duct: one for rainwater and one for
wastewater and manure. This innovative model of a sewage network made Turin one of the first Italian cities to equip
itself with a network service typical of contemporary cities - a European benchmark. Even today, it enables the
optimisation of wastewater purification treatments that, divided into two separate dedicated networks, avoids
diluting sewage (which makes the purification process more expensive) and unnecessarily “dirtying” rainwater
(which by its nature is not very polluted and requires simpler treatments, with the exception of first rainwater).
This system, though so innovative, was designed with sizing parameters that could not take into account the
extremes of precipitation events due to climate change, and is at risk of breaking down (in part owing to aspects such
as the clogging of drains, especially in tree-lined avenues) causing flooding phenomena.
At an infrastructural level, work of fundamental importance is already underway. This includes the new Median
Collector: a 14 km project within the Turin area that is of great benefit to the city and 20 metropolitan towns in the
southern area that are part of the investment plan. The main purpose of this is, precisely, that of draining off the high
hydraulic overload, especially in towns with mixed networks, caused by climate changes with a considerable increase
in mixed water and first rain.
In addition to the first rainwater,
which can be channelled into the
infrastructure described above, the
problem of flooding remains to be
managed in general, given that
there are still a number of specific
problems along the whitewater
network that will need to be
addressed.
Fig.18 shows the stretches of road
that are most often subject to
flooding.

Road system
High-frequency flooding phenomena
Moderate-frequency flooding phenomena
Recreational green areas
Basse di Stura area
Cemetery, infrastructure, and industrial production areas
Rivers, lakes, and waterways

Figure 18
Roads subject to flooding Data
source: SMAT
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6.2.1

Critical points of the minor hydrographic
network

The area of the city of Turin is characterised by the presence of a large hilly area of approximately 25 Km2, which has
some potentially critical hilly basins. In some cases, as a result of the progressive urbanisation of this part of the city,
waterways have been buried in some stretches potentially increasing the hydraulic risk. The system of the hill streams
is characterised by a mixed public and private management, which makes regular risk prevention and reduction
more difficult.

Insufficient sections according to Art. 15 PSFF - 1995: 337
Sections insufficient for draining flow of project: 176

Road system
Recreational green areas
Insufficient sections (Art. 15 PSFF - August 1999)
Sections insufficient for draining flow of project
Critical areas of the minor hydrographic network
Basse di Stura area
Cemetery, infrastructure, and productive areas
Rivers, lakes, and waterways

Figure 19- Mapping critical points of the minor hydrographic network
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The streams of the Turin hills all have, on average, the same geomorphological characteristic, a drop in height of
about 500 m from the ridges of the watershed with the Chierese at an altitude of 700 m a.s.l. at the Po river, which is
approximately 200 m a.s.l. From the point of view of the geological formation, mainly composed of calcareous marls,
the right orographic slopes are less sloping and less incised, while those on the left orographic side are very incised
and, in several cases, strongly eroded and, therefore, at greater risk of instability.
The difference in altitude, on average, goes from the top of the hill to the mouth of the river Po for variable distances,
as the crow flies, from 1,000 to 3,000 metres, resulting in a run-off speed, from upstream to downstream, that affects
the erosion at the foot of the banks, causing landslides due to subsidence at the foot of the slope.
In the last thirty years, numerous interventions have been carried out in the city’s hillside parks to contain
hydrogeological instability in order to make the parts of the parks used by citizens safe, as well as the hillside woods
served by the regional and municipal network of paths, which are partly managed by the Pronatura association.
The rainfall, which in recent years has become increasingly intense and concentrated in a shorter period of time, has
a devastating impact on the soil of the Turin hills, especially in the wooded parts, which are more degraded and
already affected by surface instability, and near human barriers, such as bridges, siphons, overfalls, and canalized
sections of the streams, where the runoff speed increases and erodes downstream, in unprotected areas, at the foot
of the river. The most frequent type of instability is, in fact, the undermining of the slope by erosion at the foot of the
torrential course that triggers a domino effect from valley to mountain with a chain of landslides due both to slope
subsidence and to imbibition of the surface paedogenetic state, eluviation, and fluid soil movement.
Below is a list of the hillside streams affected by the instability, proceeding from upstream to downstream on the right
orographic riverbank of the Po River:
•

Rio Sappone, which runs along the border with the municipality of Moncalieri, is not encased in a pipe and runs
in the open air throughout its course, except when crossing Corso Moncalieri; along its course, there are no parks
except at the mouth of the Po at the Fioccardo linear park.

•

Rio Pattonera flows almost entirely uncovered in a limited section of the riverbed close to the boundary

with houses. The outlet, very winding, is near the Fioccardo park.

•

Rio S. Severino flows encased in a pipe for more than 50% of its course; in sections where it emerges, it is at risk
of instability due to the high slope and the different pipes with different diameters beneath private properties.
In addition, in the part inside Leopardi Park, the flow is channelled and is obstructed by trees and debris in
several points.

•

Rio Paese flows partially encased in a pipe and crosses several parks, where there are numerous surface
instability phenomena; it has been subjected to two important naturalistic engineering interventions to
consolidate the banks eroding at the Nobile park, which have made it, for the parts owned by the city, stable in
terms of its hydrogeology.

•

Rio Val Salice is encased in a pipe in the part underneath the pre-hill area and is characterised by numerous
surface instability phenomena; in recent years, work has been done to clean all the temporary seasonal streams,
the collection of water from the cycle and pedestrian paths inside the Parco della Rimembranza and the
extension of the Parco della Maddalena to the Raby crossroad, interventions that will reduce the risk of
instability.

•

Rio di Val S. Martino is partly encased in a pipe and does not meet public parks along its path, except in the final
part across the Michelotti park.

•

Rio Reaglie has a very large catchment area, within which there are no municipal parks, but only private
residences and villas, with the exception of a small park in the village of Reaglie subject to erosion by the torrent
on the right orographic bank. The stream is a state-managed and the hydraulic system works can be carried out
in agreement between the city and government department.

•

Rio Cartman is strongly eroded on the left orographic bank and, also on this stream, significant
naturalistic engineering works have been executed to reduce surface instabilities that have made it,
for the parts belonging to the city, stable from the hydrogeological point of view.
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6.2.2

•

Rio Serralunga is not affected by major instabilities and there are no municipal parks but only some wooded
plots owned by the city.

•

Rio Mongreno has one of the largest basins on the hill.

•

Rio Costa Parisio is the stream with the highest number of instabilities along the course due to erosion on the
banks; it has a steep slope and a significant sediment transport; it flows along the border with the town of San
Mauro. It is not encased in a pipe and collects the entire catchment area under the Basilica of Superga. The areas
are almost all public (about 50 hectares) and inside the Parco Regionale della Collina. In the 1990s, numerous
naturalistic engineering works were carried out to make it possible to access municipal funds to clean the
woods. The farm road system is also used and has been subject to stabilisation and water management works
to increase the safety thereof.

Landslides in the hills

The hilly area of the city is also affected by the risk of landslides. In particular, landslides with different hazard levels, as
defined by ISPRA’s ReNdis Project, have been identified:
•

Active landslides, corresponding to hazard category P4 - Very high danger

•

Stabilised landslides, corresponding to hazard category P2 - Medium danger
Figure 20
Landslide risk mapping
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7. Turin adapts
The adaptation plan aims to reduce the impacts of climate change both for the region and for citizens; this overall
aim can be divided into additional objectives:
•

trying to reduce the occurrence of a critical phenomenon (e.g., heat islands, one-off flooding)

•

adapting the urban environment and services to reduce exposure and manage possible emergencies;

•

adapting buildings to improve the quality of life and reduce energy demand;

•

managing the evolution of urban ecosystems and urban transformation;

•

developing a culture of climate risk in the design of public works (sizing and innovation);

•

preparing citizens to cope with the new conditions.

As the SNAC - National Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change – highlights, each urban settlement will have to
face the specific climate criticalities of its own reality and will have to do so through a complex set of different kinds
of actions that are complementary to each other. In particular, urban adaptation, according to a consolidated
nomenclature, can be addressed with green interventions (so-called nature-based solutions), grey interventions (i.e.,
the more conventional technical interventions relating to buildings/infrastructure), or soft interventions, meaning a
set of actions ranging from training to information, from citizen participation to the use of ICT (Information and
Communications Technology), to alert systems.
Through the current plan, the City of Turin defines adaptation actions to minimise impacts and improve quality of life,
such actions being based on the climate characteristics of the city and on their possible evolution.
The path undertaken, in the context of the cross-sector GdL, to identify the actions that can be put in place - not only
by the City administration, but also by the other bodies that govern the region at various levels, by companies that
provide services, by individuals, associations, school communities, to individual citizens - involved: an initial training
phase; a subsequent phase involving a sector-specific discussion for each sector identified as vulnerable to climate
change to identify the first actions, enhancing what already exists or is planned; and a subsequent phase in which
the individual sector-specific actions were shared to find synergies and points in common.
The identification of actions started with impacts, transforming the potential negative consequences of climate
change into positive strategic objectives to be pursued and all the necessary steps to achieve them were outlined.
Account was taken not only of climate forcing but also of the characteristics of the city and its vulnerability, of the
exposure of assets and of socio-economic and environmental systems to risk.
There was also deliberation on the potential of the different measures to contribute to the long-term positive
development of the urban area as a whole, trying to define a vision of the “city of the future”, and to identify which
are already included and which will be introduced into the regional development policy.
Difficulties in implementing the measures, whether relating to finance, governance, institutional complexity, culture,
or administrative practice, were analysed, gradually identifying paths that will lead to a solution or to bypassing the
obstacle.
The manifestations of climate change with the greatest impact on the local urban fabric are, as can be seen from the
climate vulnerability analysis, those related to: intense and prolonged heat in the summer; heat waves; intense,
localised precipitation events, linked to sudden and often unpredictable thunderstorms; and floods, due to the
overflowing of waterways crossing the city. Thus, the proposed actions mainly concern these risks, which are
considered to be the main ones for the city.
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The actions identified are organised, for both risks (heat waves and flooding) along two main axes:
1. “How to prepare" - actions aimed at creating a resilient administration that manages emergencies,

communicates, and raises awareness among its citizens;

2. “How to adapt the city" - actions to reduce the occurrence of a phenomenon and to address critical issues.

7.1

Coping with an increasingly warm climate

Climate scenarios predict an increasingly warm climate in the coming years, which may be associated with the risk
of heat waves and the phenomenon of urban heat islands.
Heat waves are extreme weather conditions that occur during the summer, characterised by high temperatures,
above usual values, which can last for days or weeks. Although this is a fairly frequent event during the summer – not
just in Italy – no univocal definition has yet been found at the international level.
Despite this, the international scientific community has agreed that a heat wave is a period with a minimum duration
of at least two to three days, in which intense heat occurs, where the temperature is generally higher than average,
both in dry and humid conditions.
The intensity, duration, and moisture content of the air are three characteristic factors that determine the severity of
the impact on the population. The heat waves that have an impact on health in a city like Turin are the so-called
Moist Heatwaves - humid ones - that are characterised by extreme temperatures, humid conditions both during the
day and at night, with the presence of clouds during the night, which do not favour the dispersion of heat
accumulated during the day, and poor ventilation conditions (WMO, 2015).
Heat waves are among the most widespread extreme events and can cover a fairly large area at the same time. The
main characteristic that differentiates them from other extreme events is that they do not leave a clear chain of
destruction along their path, which is why they are called Silent Killers. This makes them quite dangerous (Luber et.
al, 2008). They are considered the natural disaster related to meteorology and climate that has the highest number
of victims (WMO, 2014).

Figure 21 - Effects on the city during a heat wave
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Heat waves, which are estimated to increase with global warming and the combined effect with the thermal and
radiative characteristics of urban areas, lead to very high temperature extremes and a lack of overnight cooling. The
potential effects on health, aided by the high ozone and nitrogen dioxide concentrations that often accompany these
phenomena, will become increasingly significant. Indeed, one of the most likely expected risks relating to the health
of the population is the frequency and duration of heat waves. This is a natural phenomenon that leads to public
emergency situations, as in the summer of 2003, and that, even when it occurs in a less serious way, has significant
and measurable health impacts.
Closely related to heat waves is the Urban Heat Island (UHI) phenomenon, which consists of a significant temperature
increase in the urban environment compared to the surrounding rural areas, where temperature differences during
the night often reach 5-6 °C (WMO 2006). This phenomenon is due to the greater capacity of urban areas to capture
solar radiation and to store heat during the day and to release it at night. It is mainly caused by the thermal and
radiative characteristics of the materials that make up urban surfaces (primarily asphalt and concrete), in which more
solar radiation is absorbed than is reflected. The UHI is most evident at night when the cities are warmer than the
surrounding rural areas. As a result, this phenomenon means that urban populations are at greater risk during heat
waves.
Industrial
area
Historic
Centre

Peri-urban
area
Urban
park

River Po
Hilly
area

Figure 22 - Temperature variation for different urban fabrics (source: EPA)

7.1.1

Impacts

In order to identify the impacts due to the increase in the number and duration of heat waves, as well as the
phenomenon of urban heat islands, the cross-sector GdL worked jointly with the main stakeholders outside the
administration to identify a series of effects on the different components of the city system associated with heat
waves. These include: peaks in energy demand for cooling and related blackouts; critical issues for public transport
systems; alterations in production cycles; increased human risk, e.g., due to fire, interruptions, and delays in
providing services; decrease in the flow and quality of waterways crossing the cities; degradation of public green
areas, etc. In addition to these, there are also seemingly less significant impacts that, if extending over long periods,
alter the dynamics of the entire city ecosystem, such as the reduced use of public spaces and collective transport
systems, limitations on social life, widespread conditions of discomfort in conducting ordinary life, reduced
productivity, negative effects on tourism.
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Below is a diagram summarising the impacts of heat waves on the city of Turin that were identified by the working
group, broken down by sector.
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Figure 23 - Impacts of heat waves on the city of Turin.
Source: ARPA Piedmont, City of Turin

7.1.2

Actions to combat climate change

A total of 40 actions have been identified to counteract the above-mentioned impacts in order to improve the
quality of life for citizens and maximise the well-being of everyone, even those who are in Turin temporarily.
Below is a description of the strategic actions, broken down into categories and subcategories, while the complete
list of actions, with all the attributes associated with them, can be found in Annex 1.
Within the two main categories “How to prepare” and “How to adapt the city”, introduced at the beginning of this
chapter, two sub-categories and related actions have been identified for each of them:
HOW TO PREPARE
1.

“Resilient administration” - a set of actions enabling the city to respond, react, and adapt quickly and
innovatively to extreme events induced by climate change. These include:
• Urban planning rules for a more resilient city: this essentially concerns the adaptation of the main planning and
regulatory tools that govern the transformations in the region; in particular, the revision of the General Regulatory Plan
and the Energy-Environmental Annex to the Building Regulations will make it possible to adopt climate proof criteria in
new buildings and, mainly, in building renovations that will constitute the majority of the interventions in the already
heavily urbanised municipal area.
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The implementation of this action will achieve important benefits in terms of synergy between urban
transformation actions on different scales. Pending the revision of the Building Regulations and the related
Energy-Environmental Annex, reference will be made to the “Open Spaces Design Guidelines for Climate
Resilience (LGRC)” - Annex 2 – for the design of open spaces.
• Exiting silos for a coordinated approach: this is a governance action for the adaptation process, thanks to the
relationships and dialogues with other bodies involved, but mainly to coordination with the GdL, which has
worked on the preparation of this plan and will continue to hold discussions during the implementation and
monitoring phase and to ensure connection with the other planning tools.
• In search of innovative solutions: specific technical training programmes will be launched in order to promote
the design and implementation of innovative solutions able to counter the discomfort caused by high
temperatures in both public and private buildings. Local universities will be involved in the implementation of
this action, as well as professional bodies to promote training aimed at external professionals. Building design
manuals with technical specifications and examples of solutions already implemented will also be prepared and
made available to technicians.
• A careful look to the future: this involves monitoring the evolution of the phenomena and their effects over time,
possibly updating the hazard maps associated with this risk.
2. “An administration that handles emergencies” - a set of actions enabling suitable communication about an
abnormal event and related implementation of measures to manage emergencies. In particular, the following
actions have been identified:
• Knowing so you can act: this involves the dissemination of alerts to communicate an incoming or ongoing heat
wave, awareness-raising activities aimed at citizens in order to adopt appropriate measures and correct
behaviour during more critical events and raising the awareness of a nearby social network to support the most
vulnerable groups.
• Assistance for living better: this involves the implementation of the heat emergency plan with the adoption of
interventions aimed at reducing the vulnerability of fragile subjects during the summer period and measures to
limit the population’s discomfort, such as the provision of air-conditioned public rooms to accommodate citizens
during days with very high temperatures.

Heat waves - How to prepare
HOW TO PREPARE
Resilient administration
Urban planning rules for a more resilient city
Exiting silos for a coordinated approach
In search of innovative solutions
A careful look to the future

An administration that manages emergencies
Knowing so you can act
Assistance for living better
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HOW TO ADAPT THE CITY
1. “A cooler city” - a set of actions aimed at counteracting the impacts caused by heat waves and the spread of the
heat island phenomenon through solutions that reduce the component of solar radiation absorbed by the materials
that make up urban surfaces thanks to the use of materials with a high albedo index and an increase in shaded
spaces.
• Greenery that shades: in line with the strategic green infrastructure plan, the number of trees in the city will be
increased, especially in areas that are more vulnerable in terms of heat island, using tree species that are more
resistant to new climate conditions and, therefore, able to overcome summer heat stress conditions. The
presence of trees contributes enormously to environmental cooling thanks to the dual effect of
evapotranspiration and shading.
• Building for coolness: involves the use of cool materials characterised by high solar reflectance that are
therefore able to reduce temperature rises, for urban road surfacing (coloured cements or draining materials)
and roofs of buildings (materials or roofs with light pigmentation or, in any case, able to ensure the reflection of
a higher percentage of solar radiation than materials traditionally used).
2. “A more liveable city” – a set of actions aimed at making the different periods of daily life (work, leisure, travel,
and home life) comfortable, even during heat waves.
•Cool and comfortable public transport: this mainly involves interventions to ensure the usability of local public
transport, even on the hottest days. On the one hand, we will try to redesign stops in order to facilitate a fast
getting-on and -off so as to reduce waiting times at the stop; on the other hand, we will create shading systems,
whether natural or artificial, for stops to ensure a certain comfort during the wait.
• Greenery as a climate refuge: greenery, in general, plays an important role in temperature regulation and, in
particular, hillside woods are fundamental to this function for the city. At the same time, we intend to enhance
greenery as a potential “climate refuge” and, in order to optimise this functionality, including for the hillside area,
interventions will be carried out to increase its usability, providing rest areas, checking access routes, and
increasing services.

Heat waves- How to adapt the city
HOW TO ADAPT THE CITY
A cooler city
Greenery that shades
Building for coolness

A more liveable city
Cool and comfortable public transport
Greenery as a climate refuge
Cool and comfortable schools and public
services
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• Cool and comfortable schools and public services: this includes the implementation of interventions aimed at
improving the thermal insulation of buildings, making the indoor temperature more comfortable in summer and
limiting the energy demand for cooling. In particular, reference is made to the construction of green roofs and
walls and the use of building screening systems.
The actions have also been categorised as soft, green, and grey actions, according to the classification of the
European Environment Agency. In particular, soft actions are all those that do not require direct structural and
material interventions, but mainly involve management, legal, and political approaches, contributing to the creation
of adaptive capacity through greater knowledge or the development of a favourable organisational, institutional, and
legislative environment. This category includes, for example, technical training and information actions, awarenessraising, development of organisational and participatory models, actions in the governance field, and revision of
existing regulations and planning tools, etc.
The other two categories, on the other hand, include structural and material interventions; specifically, green actions
mainly consist of “nature-based” solutions that reduce the impacts of climate change through measures capable of
integrating nature in man-made environments and, at the same time, of ensuring environmental, social, and
economic benefits.
Grey or structural actions include technological and engineering solutions aimed at improving and adapting plants
and infrastructure to climate change.
TYPE OF ACTIONS FOR HEAT WAVE RISK

Figure 24 - Classification of the 42 actions identified according to the categorisation indicated by the
EEA.
Source: ARPA Piedmont, City of Turin

7.2

Manage intense precipitation events

The flooding of city streets is a sudden and dangerous event that is increasingly frequent in urban areas as a result of
soil sealing and heavy rainfall caused by climate change.
The climate vulnerability analysis found, from the rainfall data, a fairly stable situation with regard to the total annual
rainfall and a reduction in the number of rainy days that implies an increase in the frequency of days with heavy
rainfall, a phenomenon that is expected to increase in the coming decades. This expected increased rainfall intensity
could make some already difficult situations, in terms of rainwater drainage, more critical. The more intense events
are already causing frequent flooding on some stretches of roads in urban areas, in light of the progressive
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Figure 25 - Flooded roads in Turin. Source: SMAT S.p.A.

waterproofing of areas of the city that have been subject to urbanisation interventions, leading to the loss of
permeable areas that guaranteed the natural drainage of rainwater, but also due to the possible inadequacy of the
infrastructure designed with sizing parameters that could not take into account the extreme precipitation events due
to climate change. The increased frequency of thunderstorms and the different management of the region can also
cause increasingly severe floods of the waterways with the consequent overflowing thereof.

7.2.1

Impacts

In order to identify the impacts due to flooding in urban areas, the cross-sector GdL identified a number of effects on
the different components of the city system associated with this risk, including: sudden flooding due to the difficulty
of draining and overflowing of the sewerage system, conditions of general discomfort, damage to infrastructure, lack
of use of common areas, limited accessibility to services, etc.
Below is a diagram summarising the impacts of flooding on the city of Turin that were identified by the working
group, broken down by sector.
 Drainage difficulties
 Overflowing of the sewerage system
 Sudden flooding

URBAN GREEN

 Falling of trees
 Destructive effect of rain associated with wind and hail

CITY LIFE





INFRASTRUCTURE

NETWORK OF
WATER DRAINAGE

Discomfort
Delays
Lack of use of common areas
Restrictions on accessibility to services







Damage to roofs and buildings
Temporary infrastructure problems
Flooding of depressed areas
Erosion
Embankments







Increase in accidents
Conditions of general discomfort
Flooding of underpasses
Public services unavailable
Damage to road infrastructure

ROAD TRAFFIC

Figure 26 - Impacts of flooding on the city of Turin. Source: ARPA Piedmont, City of Turin
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7.2.2

Actions to combat climate change

A total of 38 actions have been identified to counteract the impacts associated with flooding, whether caused by
heavy rainfall or the overflowing of waterways that cross the city.
Below is a description of the strategic actions, broken down into categories and subcategories, while the complete
list of actions, with all the attributes associated with them, can be found in Annex 1.
As for the heat wave risk, two sub-categories and related actions have been identified in the context of the two main
categories "How to prepare" and "How to adapt the city":

HOW TO PREPARE

1. “Resilient administration” – a set of actions enabling the city to respond, react, and adapt quickly and
innovatively to extreme events induced by climate change. These include:
• Urban planning rules for a more resilient city: this essentially concerns the adaptation of the main planning
and regulatory tools that govern the transformations in the region; in particular, the revision of the General
Regulatory Plan and the Building Regulations and/or the preparation of a specific regulation will make it possible
to adopt alternative or supplementary solutions to conveying rainwater within the drainage network, through
urban drainage systems. Pending the revision of the Building Regulations and the related Energy-Environmental
Annex, reference will be made to the “Open Space Design Guidelines for Climate Resilience (LGRC)” - Annex 2 –
for the design of open spaces.
• Exiting silos for a coordinated approach: this is a governance action for the adaptation process, thanks to the
relationships and dialogues with other bodies involved, but mainly to coordination with the GdL, which has
worked on the preparation of this plan and will continue to hold discussions during the implementation and
monitoring phase and to ensure connection with the other planning tools.
• In search of innovative solutions: specific technical training programmes will be launched in order to promote
the design and implementation of innovative solutions in managing whitewater and avoiding local flooding
events. For the implementation of this action, discussions with cities that have already implemented or are
implementing significant solutions of this kind will be launched, and local universities will be involved, as well as
professional associations to promote training for external professionals. In addition, the technical design
manuals for the construction of the different types of rainwater infiltration areas will be shared. These were made
available by the American cities of Portland and Philadelphia, with which the City of Turin has had, in the recent
past, an opportunity for exchange.
• A careful look to the future: this involves monitoring the evolution of the phenomena and their effects over
time, providing, if necessary, updates to the hazard maps with the indication of the areas that could suffer crises
depending on the type of event and the presence of critical infrastructure.
3. “An administration that handles emergencies” - a set of actions enabling suitable communication about a
significant weather event and related implementation of measures to manage emergencies. In particular, the
following actions have been identified:
• Knowing so you can act: this provides for the transmission of alerts to disseminate the forecast of

weather phenomena and ground effects expected for hydrogeological and hydraulic risk, differentiated
by alert zones and the activation of a widespread preventive communication campaign on identifying
flood risk areas, flood risk alert systems, self-protection systems, and collection areas in the vicinity of
your home and places you frequent.
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• Assistance for living better: this involves the definition of an operational procedure to promptly manage a critical
heavy rainfall event, the activation of an alert system capable of informing people of any imminent risk affecting
where they are at that time, and the adoption of all the emergency procedures laid out in the municipal emergency
plan.

Flooding - How to prepare
HOW TO PREPARE
Resilient administration
Urban planning rules for a more resilient city
Exiting silos for a coordinated approach
In search of innovative solutions
A careful look to the future

Administration that manages emergencies
Knowing so you can act
Assistance for living better
HOW TO ADAPT THE CITY

1. “A city in hydrological balance” – a set of actions aimed at counteracting the impacts caused by the change in
rainfall patterns, with the tendency of rainfall to concentrate in shorter and more intense meteorological events,
through solutions that reduce the load on the whitewater drainage network and the consequent management of
rainwater with nature-based solutions.
• Long-term green and land solution: this involves the creation of rainwater drainage areas applicable to urban
surfaces (streets, squares, sidewalks, and equipment), as well as rain gardens for collecting water and its
subsequent runoff in order to reduce the risk of one-off flooding due to the inadequacy of the infrastructure to
drain off much higher volumes of water than it was designed for. The green surface arrangement of these areas
also makes it possible to contribute to environmental cooling; it is, therefore, a strategic action for its positive
contribution in counteracting the impacts of the two risks.
• Hydraulic invariance principle of every transformation: this involves the implementation of actions aimed at
increasing the permeability of the land, through de-sealing interventions or the use of draining materials in areas
undergoing transformation or maintenance interventions, and collecting rainwater for subsequent reuse.
2. “A safer city” – a set of actions aimed at managing possible hydraulic and hydrogeological critical points and
reducing the risk of the overflowing of waterways that cross the city and the system of hillside streams.
• The hill that flows safely: this involves interventions for the removal of debris or other material that would be
transported downstream creating weirs, in order to reduce the risk of clogging and damage to river infrastructure,
as well as the inspection and cleaning of the sections of the hillside streams encased in pipes to reduce the risk
of flooding.
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Flooding– How to adapt the city
HOW TO ADAPT THE CITY
A city in hydrological balance
Long-term green and land solution
Hydraulic invariance principle of every transformation

A safe city
The hill that flows safely
Protected waterways

• Protected waterways: this mainly provides for the implementation of preventive structural interventions, such
as bank defences, embankments, raising of banks, aimed at reducing the risk of overflowing.
As for the “Heatwaves” risk, the actions identified to prevent the effects of flooding in the urban context have also
been categorised as soft, green, and grey actions, according to the classification of the European Environment
Agency.

TYPE OF ACTIONS FOR FLOODING RISK

Figure 27 - Classification of the 38 actions identified according to the categorisation indicated by the
EEA
Source: ARPA Piedmont, City of Turin
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7.3

Regional adaptation strategies

Counteracting the formation of heat islands and flooding in urban areas is of central importance in managing the
land transformation processes.
It is important to ensure that all the intervention types included in the urban planning and regulatory tools that
govern transformations in the city region take into account, among the aspects of urban quality, those of an
ecological and environmental nature, and, among these in particular, mitigation and adaptation to the effects of
climate change in urbanised areas.
In order to tackle both critical issues and make the urban environment more resilient, the City also considers it
strategic to intervene at the level of the rules of the Town Development Plan by providing for the implementation of
nature-based solutions (NBS), that are based on the objectives of conserving and protecting the land, extreme
temperature mitigation, and hydraulic invariance and mitigation, coordinating these actions through the assessment
of ecosystem services.

7.3.1

Nature-based solutions

Nature-based solutions (NBS) are solutions that involve the introduction of nature into the urban context for urban
and regional regeneration and to restore functionality in previously altered ecosystems, but also to meet new needs
dictated by climate change.
In particular, in order to improve the thermal comfort of people during heat waves, it is necessary that projects, in
both public and private areas, always provide for the shading of open spaces and the choice of appropriate materials
when working on worn land surfaces to counter the phenomenon of heat islands and provide suitable shading
solutions, in the case of natural surfaces, to make them more comfortable to use.
Equally important, and therefore to be included in the projects, is the shading of the buildings aimed, in addition to
ensuring comfortable conditions inside them, at reducing energy consumption for cooling the premises. It is
necessary, therefore, to provide for an adequate number of trees and the development of urban green infrastructure,
enhancing not only its aesthetic value but, above, all its functional value - greenery that is, therefore, able to provide
multiple benefits: shading of spaces, temperature regulation, storage of atmospheric carbon, water management in
urban areas, etc.
These goals must be pursued in the PRGC through the application of specific indicators to urban transformation,
indicators that must be applied to urban-scale sustainability assessment protocols and through environmental
mitigation and compensation criteria. Until the update of the plan, these goals are assumed within the
Environmental Assessments of Plans, Programmes, and Projects.

7.3.2

Land conservation and protection

All urban planning and construction interventions must assume the environmental goal of zero, or less than zero, net
land consumption and of not increasing non-reversible impacts. Thus, we define, as will be referred to in the
Technical Implementation Rules for revising the General Regulatory Plan, in implementation of this principle:
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LAND CONSUMPTION: dynamic process, with complex environmental effects, that alters the nature of an area,
passing from a non-artificial cover (unconsumed land) to an artificial cover (consumed land), through conditions of
greater artificiality, less reversibility, and progressive loss of ecosystem services that the land is able to offer, of which
removal and/or waterproofing represent the last stage.
In particular, we distinguish between:
irreversible land consumption: land transformed for the creation of sealed areas at the expense of natural, seminatural, agricultural, or reversible land consumption;
reversible land consumption: land transformed at the expense of natural, semi-natural, or agricultural land for the
purpose of carrying out activities that change its characteristics without, however, sealing the surface.
Until the actual update of the General Regulatory Plan, which also includes mechanisms for mitigation and
compensation of land impacts, these goals are assumed within the framework of the Environmental Assessments of
Plans, Programmes, and Projects.
Any residual impacts of land consumption must be compensated for through the ecological, ecosystem, and
environmental restoration and improvement of public areas, in accordance with the procedures established by the
special municipal administration acts. In this regard, the City has already adopted, with the approval of the resolution
of the Municipal Council code no. 2019 06078 of 10/12/2019, criteria for assessing the significance of the impacts, as
well as the extension and reversibility of the impacts themselves, assuming as an objective zero or below zero net
land consumption and no increase of non-reversible impacts. Specifically, the above-mentioned resolution
approved the technical annex “Criteria for reducing impacts on the land component and indications on the
modalities and the assessment of the appropriateness of environmental compensation”, which this Plan confirms
and integrates among its annexes (Annex 3).
The reversible land consumption class includes very different reversibility conditions, primarily due to the overall
land recovery time, which in most cases is very long, but also due to the different temporary effect and the real
feasibility of the renaturation process. It should be stressed, in fact, that even reversible consumption inhibits some
crucial ecosystem services, and that the loss of functions that the land will no longer be able to ensure, for the entire
period before its actual and complete recovery, should always be considered.

7.3.3

Invariance and hydraulic attenuation

Land transformation processes must not jeopardise the hydraulic safety of urban areas or expose them to
hydrogeological risk due to the increase in sealed surfaces. On the contrary, they must be carried out in such a way
as to increase their resilience in relation to heavy rainfall through the construction of sustainable urban drainage
systems.
The General Regulatory Plan, which is also aimed at promoting the defence of the region, must therefore include the
implementation of prevention and protection measures, including non-structural measures, in accordance with the
principles of hydraulic invariance and mitigation, to be implemented mainly through sustainable urban drainage
systems.
Therefore, the following are defined, as they will be referred to in the Technical Standards for Implementing the
revision of the General Regulatory Plan that refer to these principles:
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hydraulic invariance: principle according to which the discharged flow of meteorological runoff from areas of new
urbanisation or urban transformation into natural or artificial receptors downstream are no greater than those
existing before the intervention;
hydraulic attenuation: principle according to which the discharged flow of meteorological runoff from areas of new
urbanisation or urban transformation into natural or artificial receptors downstream are reduced compared to those
existing before the intervention;
sustainable urban drainage systems: solutions that make it possible to manage the rainwater falling in urban areas
in order to rebalance the hydrological balance of water bodies, through the benefits provided by the ecosystem
services of natural solutions;

The principle of hydraulic invariance must be included in interventions carried out with a direct building licence, an
agreed building permit (PCC), or with an executive town planning instrument (SUE), as well as in interventions in
service areas; until the update of the General Regulatory Plan, these goals are assumed within the framework of
Environmental Assessments of Plans, Programmes, and Projects.
The principle of hydraulic mitigation, with a reduction in flow rate of at least 50% with respect to the runoff of the
area subject to intervention in prior conditions, must be applied primarily in areas of the city that already present
critical situations in terms of flooding (Fig. 18), determined by the current levels of recorded rain. In particular, it will
have to be included in interventions in public areas, in the areas of redeveloping public space, and, for private
interventions, in the case of urban restructuring of specific areas identified by de-sealing programmes. It will,
however, be necessary to continuously monitor the region’s critical issues with reference to the capacity of the
existing network to drain the flows that will be caused by increasingly intense meteorological events and with
reference to the maintenance of the infrastructure for entering the existing network.
The above principles must be guaranteed mainly through the application of sustainable urban drainage methods or,
where this is proved to be impossible, through actions to improve the drainage network by implementing mitigation
works. In particular, in the case of applying hydraulic mitigation, the creation of grey infrastructure must be adopted
only to reach the above-mentioned flow rate reduction value (at least 50%) and only in a supplementary way where
it is not achievable with the exclusive application of natural solutions.
In all other cases, even for small but widespread interventions in the region, the construction of urban drainage
systems will have to be provided for the mitigation of the respective runoff rates and, therefore, the reduction of even
marginal impacts.
The criteria for verifying hydraulic invariance and mitigation assume the “Technical and regulatory provisions on land
protection” of the Territorial Coordination Plan of the Metropolitan City of Turin (PTCP2), according to the technical
criteria established by the municipal administration with specific acts, coordinating with the data on land use.
In order to verify the application of these principles, the City prepares a procedure for comparing pre- and postintervention scenarios, evaluating the effectiveness of low-impact and NBS measures included in the design solution
on hydraulic invariance, as well as sizing the mitigation elements of the drainage network.
The procedure will be made available to designers once validated on the basis of hyetographs consistent with the
hypothesis in order to support the design steps.
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8. Indirect and secondary risks
In addition to the analysis of direct risks, the cross‐sector working group also carried out an analysis of indirect risks
caused by climate change. While the assessment of direct impacts is, in some ways, guided by physical principles,
informed by what happened in the past and therefore more quantifiable, as are the resulting adaptation actions,
indirect impacts are much more complicated to address. The latter include those derived from direct impacts
(through the so‐called “chain of impacts”), or mediated by an environmental matrix (land, air, water) or socio‐
economic matrix, or due to direct effects of a change in the climate that occurs in distant places or, again, derived
from policies or actions relating to adaptation to climate change not beneficial in all respects. Their genesis is
complex, as is the quantitative estimate, which is affected by greater uncertainty. Indirect impacts can also be
synergistic, can act through increased vulnerability, and have a more “global” and “integral” character. Actions to
combat these impacts are not always evident or are too complex to implement, requiring a long‐term vision and
perspective, as well as a significant political support and commitment and an integrated governance system, both
vertical, i.e., involving different levels of government, and horizontal, including administrations operating in
neighbouring or larger regions.
This intrinsic difficulty in dealing with indirect impacts requires multiscale and multilevel cross‐sectoral work,
involving all stakeholders, whether they are the parties most exposed to impacts, those involved in the planning
and decision‐making process, experts in the field, those who might be influenced even marginally by adaptation
action, those who are able to create consensus and acceptance by external parties, those who provide support to
make decisions in conditions of uncertainty.
At the methodological level, the search for possible solutions or single actions that can contribute to processes for
combatting such impacts already in place, and managed at a higher regional or institutional level, has followed a
collaborative approach through a collective reflection guided by the questions represented in the figure below.
How much does local adaptation depend on policies on a larger scale (levels of
government/other regions/countries)?
What is the degree of cooperation with these levels of government?
What is the involvement of key actors from other levels of government concerned
in defining my adaptation measures?
Can/do I share actions to combat climate risk with other regions
(coordination/timing)?
What consequences does adaptation at a local level have for other regions?
The focus of the working group was mainly centred on:
•

acute pollution episodes due to high concentrations of ozone, dust, and nitrogen oxides;

•

acute episodes of pollution due to forest fires;

•

early pollen concentrations;

•

spread of invasive species;

•

spread of vector‐borne diseases.

The analysis of these impacts in relation to climate conditions is much more complex and difficult both to
systematise and to generalise. This is partly because the data sets available are short, or interrupted, or
discontinuous, or because the impacts are linked to extreme climate conditions and the correlation is not
statistically robust, or because there are few cases or they relate to phenomena only encountered in more recent
years. In any case, the Gdl has decided to also consider this type of impact because, even if uncertain, they can have
serious consequences, particularly for health.
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The events that have occurred in recent years for which data and information are available have therefore been
analysed, for each type of impact mentioned above.
With regard to acute pollution episodes due to high concentrations of ozone, dust, and nitrogen oxides, the June
2019 episode was analysed. At this time, an intense, abnormal, and early heat wave set new records for
temperatures across Europe, making June 2019 the hottest month of the last 60 years for the European continent,
with an average temperature 2°C above normal. Even if such a meteorological situation is still considered “rare” by
statistical analysis, with a return time of about 30 years, the temperature increase recorded is about 4°C higher
than that measured in the same episodes in the last century. This means, in other words, that such an intense heat
wave is likely to occur 10 times more frequently today than a century ago. Numerous maximum temperature
records have been reached in many European locations. In France, for the first time in “modern history”, the
temperature exceeded 45°C; in Piedmont, while June 2019 was the third hottest month (after 2003 and 2017),
during the exceptional heat wave of 26‐29 June, 46% of ARPA Piemonte's thermometers recorded the absolute
record for maximum temperature. During those days, high levels of ozone concentration were recorded and in
many stations in Europe the so‐called “information threshold”, equivalent to 180 µg/m³, was exceeded. Above this
threshold, there is, after a short exposure, a health risk especially for the most sensitive population (normal summer
ozone levels are around 80‐100 µg/m³).
Similar values were also measured in Turin and, in general, an increase in ozone concentration was observed during
all the summer heat waves.

03 Micrograms/m3

Ozone - average maximum at 8:00 a.m. and hourly

heatwave
hourly maximum Lingotto

03 max8h Rubino
hourly maximum Rubino

03 max8h Lingotto

Figure 28 ‐ Trend of Ozone concentration in the stations of Turin, Lingotto, and Rubino during the
summer of 2019. Heat wave days highlighted.

High levels of tropospheric ozone depend on the intensity of insolation, the presence of biogenic and anthropogenic
precursors, such as nitrogen oxides (emitted by fossil fuels), and VOCs, which are released more intensively during
heat waves. The concentration of O3 may also depend on transport from neighbouring regions. In particular, in
Turin, the concentration of nitrogen oxides was significant, corresponding to the increase in ozone.
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Because of the heating of the atmosphere, due to adiabatic compression during long‐lasting and intense heat wave
episodes, a higher temperature increase is frequently observed in the lower‐middle layers in the free atmosphere
than in the ground: this causes a level of thermal inversion that also favours the increase of other pollutants, such
as particulate matter. In the same days at the end of June, increases in particulate matter were also recorded at
the Turin stations, which exceeded 25 µg/m³.
The same mechanism occurs during persistent autumnal anticyclonic situations (such as that of December 2019)
where, in addition to the lack of precipitation, the trapping of pollutants below the inversion level causes an
increase in the concentration thereof.

PM10 PM2.5 Micrograms/m3

Rebaudengo - powders

Heatwave

PM10 - Beta - Micrograms per cubic metre

PM2.5 - Beta - Micrograms per cubic metre

Figure 29 ‐ Trend of PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations at Torino Rebaudengo station during the summer of 2019.
Heat wave days highlighted.

The relationship between air quality and anomalous climate conditions, such as summer heat waves or high‐
pressure episodes in autumn, which will increase in future scenarios, adds critical elements regarding the effects
on health and vegetation, as far as the ozone is concerned.
The other indirect impact considered, relating to health, concerns acute episodes of pollution due to forest fires,
which occur in areas even far from Turin’s urban area, but the combustion residues of which reach the city through
smoke propagation. The clearest situation was that of October 2017, when there was a persistence of high pressure
in the regions of Western Europe with the almost stable presence of the Azores High in the western Mediterranean
basin until the first days of November. This led to a significant and anomalous temperature increase (this was the
second hottest month of October since 1958, with a thermal anomaly of about +2.9°C compared to the 1971‐2000
average and of +4.5°C in maximum temperatures) and drought conditions (being the driest month in the last 60
years with a 98% rain deficit compared to the norm for the period 1971‐2000, with more than 50 consecutive days
without precipitation). This encouraged the drying of fuels, including the deepest layers. Moreover, in the same
month there were as many as 8 Foehn episodes recorded, compared to an average of 5 days, with very intense
downslope winds from the alpine areas towards the plain, which exceeded 100km/h even in lowland areas. This
encouraged the spread of forest fires, both because of the objective difficulties of extinguishing them and because
of the direct feeding of the fire. Thousands of hectares of forest burned in the north‐western foothills of the region
and strong north‐westerly winds conveyed combustible dust to the city of Turin. This resulted in an increase in
PM10 values, which reached daily average values to the order of 200‐300 μg/m3 in the urban area – concentrations
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that had not been measured for at least a decade. On days when transport was more intense, it is estimated that
the concentration of PM10 measured in Turin was between 40% and 70% due to forest fires and that of PM2.5
between 20% and 60%.
Fig. 30 displays a satellite image acquired, in the true‐colour visible spectrum, by the MODIS sensor on the NASA
polar satellite EOS Aqua, at 11:55 UTC on 25/10/2017 ‐ credits: NASA/GSFC, Rapid Response ‐ which shows the
extent of the phenomenon.

Figure 30 ‐ Extension of the forest fire in Val di Susa in October 2017, detected by a satellite image

The potential for forest fires is expected to increase in future climate scenarios, associated with the fact that the
lack of forest management and an increase in distribution range lead to an increase in available natural fuel and
the difficulties in extinguishing these fires. Thus, in such an anomalous climate context, the occurrence of acute
pollution episodes in urban areas is also expected to increase, with negative effects for health. Addressing this risk
entails the need for strong institutional coordination, with the creation of control rooms including municipal
administrations, for defining early warning and communication measures, as well as actions to protect the exposed
population, including clear instructions for self‐protection.
Linked to temperature anomalies, and, in particular, to high late‐autumn temperatures and early spring heating,
there are trends in pollen concentrations in the air, which cause increasingly widespread allergies.
Factors influencing the presence of pollen in the atmosphere are mainly climate conditions in the period before
flowering (which affect the phenological phases and the start date of the phenomenon) and weather conditions
such as wind, air turbulence, rain, and humidity (which affect the fluctuation of the atmospheric pollen
concentration).
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The summer heat waves and the rise in average winter temperatures have a significant impact on the life cycle of
plants and, consequently, on the pollen cycle, increasing both production in terms of quantity and changing the
periods of the start of the release, leading overall to a lengthening of the pollen seasons. In addition to climate
factors, air pollution and the possibility of pollutants present in the air interacting with pollen granules, influencing
their chemistry and structure and increasing their allergenicity, should also be considered. The combination of
pollen and air pollution is responsible for the progressive increase in respiratory allergies that has occurred in recent
years and, in addition, causes the aggravation of symptoms of respiratory diseases such as rhinitis, allergic bronchial
asthma, and chronic bronchopulmonary diseases.
Climate‐dependent phenological variations, with an early occurrence of both the appearance of pollen in the
atmosphere and of the peak phase of production and, in general, an increase in the duration of the pollen season,
is found for several tree species. In particular, there is a prevailing increase in the length of the pollen season for
Betulaceae (alder), Corylaceae (hazelnut), Cupressaceae/Taxaceae (cypress, yew, thuja), and Salicaceae (willow,
poplar), mainly due to the tendency of the season to start early, even the date of the annual peak tends to be
significantly earlier.
For the herbaceous species, the results are more mixed regarding the early occurrence of the allergenic season,
while it seems there is an extension of the season for Graminaceae, Urticaceae, and Plantaginaceae due to the
extension of the pollination period to the end of summer.
These phenological changes, associated with particularly high peaks in pollen concentration induce the early onset
of symptoms in allergy sufferers, including significant ones, according to allergists.
In recent years, there have been numerous episodes characterised by anomalous pollen concentrations: the hot
summer of 2015 followed by an early winter characterised by a climate anomaly with very mild winter temperatures
and higher than seasonal averages, led to late blooming, even in the mountains due to the lack of snow on the
ground, and the concentrations of pollen in the air revealed an early flowering of some botanical species typical of
late winter.
In the following figure, you can observe the trend in Corylacee concentrations measured in Turin and the trend of
the 5‐day moving average of the daily average temperature. Early pollination is detected at the beginning of
December due to the mild climate and at the end of January due to a significant increase in temperatures.

Corylacee concentration and average temperature 1/12/2015 - 28/02/2015
Corylacee (3)
Moving average 5
days

Figure 31 - Trend in Corylacee concentrations measured in Turin in relation to the daily average temperature
trend
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The climate anomaly of winter 2019‐2020 and February 2020, the hottest in the last 63 years, also led to the early
flowering of many tree species. In mid‐February, aerobiological monitoring already recorded high concentrations
for Betulaceae (alder) and Cupressaceae/Taxaceae (cypress, yew); high, although more fluctuating, concentrations
of Corylaceae (hazelnut); high and increasing concentrations of Salicaceae (willow, poplar). In addition to confirming
the tendency to lengthen the allergy season, this mix of blooms makes drug therapies necessary, which often have
to be carried out with more drugs and hyposensitisation therapies throughout the period in which there are
airborne pollens. The adaptation actions that have been highlighted within the Gdl include: specific actions such as
aerobiological, intensified, and quality monitoring; information systems for the population and the health system;
the development of systems that can provide indications in advance on the likely evolution of the phenomenon; as
well as the use of hypoallergenic urban greenery, i.e., the choice of tree and shrub species for urban greenery based
on the real evidence of causing respiratory allergies.
The issue of the spread of invasive plant species, which may or may not be favoured by climate warming and
drought conditions, is decidedly more complex to deal with. However, they lead to critical issues for the
environment (the impact of invasive species on ecosystems can lead to a gradual degradation and alteration of the
invaded habitat and the decline of native species, sometimes even to the extinction of local populations, leading to
a decrease in biodiversity) and for the economy, for example, reducing the production of agricultural crops,
damaging infrastructure, and manufactured products, increasing the costs of maintenance and land management
and, last but not least, to public health. Some exotic species are harmful to human health because they produce
substances that can cause allergic or other reactions, including serious ones, through contact with parts of the plant
and/or by inhalation of the pollen (e.g., Ambrosia artemisiifolia).
Invasive plants have spread favoured by the reduction of areas with natural vegetation, replaced by man‐made or
degraded environments, which do not offer much resistance to the settlement of exotic species. Also, in Turin’s
urban area, there are different species, both tree and herbaceous.

Figure 32 ‐ Invasive species along the Po River in Turin (photo M. Massara, Piemonte Parchi)

Moreover, in Turin, along the course of the Po river, Myriophyllum aquaticum was found, a species capable of
significantly altering the chemical and physical characteristics of the environments it invades (reduction of light,
consumption of dissolved oxygen, occupation of available space...) with negative consequences for the
communities of organisms present (other aquatic plants, algae, invertebrates, fish) causing a general depletion of
biodiversity. In addition, dense populations can slow down and obstruct the flow of water in irrigation channels. In
canals and navigable water bodies, the tangle of stems can cause difficulties for the passage of boats and pose a
safety risk in water sports (e.g., rowing). The invasive exotic species present within Piedmont are registered by the
Piedmont Region that, through a special Regional Council Resolution (D.G.R. No 24‐9076, 27 May 2019), classified
them and indicated the prevention/management/control and containment methods.
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The adoption, including at an urban level, of such indications, the application of systems for containing and
controlling the spread thereof, must be promoted both in the policies of urban green management and in those of
checking and managing construction sites, and treating abandoned areas.
Similar considerations can be made with regard to the spread of vector‐borne diseases, the last among the indirect
impacts highlighted in the Gdl. Emerging vector‐borne diseases include some acute viral diseases of tropical origin
transmitted by mosquitoes that are very widespread today. Some of these are caused by arboviruses, such as
Dengue, Chikungunya, and Zika virus, which have humans as their main host and are transmitted by mosquitoes of
the genus Aedes. In Italy, the most potentially effective vector is Aedes albopictus, better known as “tiger
mosquito”, which was introduced in 1990 and is currently widespread throughout the country. The West Nile virus
is transmitted by the common mosquito of the genus Culex and uses several species of wild birds as reservoirs of
infection. In Italy, in the last decade, there has been a progressive increase in the number of imported and native
cases of acute viral diseases supported by mosquito‐borne arboviruses, favoured by a more suitable habitat, due
to the rise in temperature. Ticks are also vectors for diseases such as Lyme disease and Boutonneuse fever, which
are rare diseases in Italy, with still limited cases, though on the rise. Specific monitoring has only been carried out
for a few years and no indicative trend can be derived from this, but it must be said that many of the cases found
in Piedmont were imported. However, the 2019 integrated regional plan for surveillance, prevention, and control
of arbovirosis of the Piedmont Region and the 2019 national integrated plan for prevention, surveillance, and
response to West Nile and Usutu viruses, define surveillance activities, as well as prevention and information
measures. It is precisely on this aspect, linked to informing the population, that the administration's activity in
support of the competent health authorities could be oriented.
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9. Assessment of Ecosystem Services
The process of defining strategic actions has highlighted the need to conduct an analysis aimed at better
understanding how to implement nature‐based solutions, which are needed to combat the local impacts of extreme
climate events, in the region.
The City of Turin has, therefore, launched a process for assessing the ecosystem services produced by the green
areas currently present in the city and the related implementation methods to cope with the changed climate
conditions, including to support planning choices.
The study of eco‐system services will allow a better understanding of the value that the natural capital present in
the city generates for the community, how to preserve or improve it in urban transformations, and how to
implement it to counteract the impacts of climate change and improve the quality of the urban environment,
increasing its ecological value.
This understanding will make it possible, therefore, to contextualise the actions in the region in order to maximise
the ecosystem services where they already exist and create areas able to provide them if absent and if they are
critical areas in terms of the climate.

In particular, the study will be divided into the activities described below:
a) The assessment and quantification of the ecosystem services produced by trees and “horizontal greenery”
present in the City of Turin and owned by the municipality (parks, gardens, schools, etc.) relating to:
•

atmospheric carbon storage

•

removal of air pollutants

•

temperature regulation

•

hydrogeological protection

•

rainwater infiltration capacity

•

biodiversity and habitat quality

•

social benefits

•

agricultural production

•

pollination

with the corresponding development of strategies aimed at increasing the various ecosystem services produced
by publicly owned green space and quantification of the investments needed in the various climate‐proofing
scenarios to counteract climate phenomena in the medium term (2030).
Some of the above‐mentioned services are directly related to climate change policies, others indirectly as
assessed in the indirect risks analysis referred to in the previous chapter (e.g., removal of air pollutants and
pollination), others are complementary services (e.g., social benefits, agricultural production).
b) The identification of possible solutions to develop or implement ecosystem services in areas at high climate risk
due to changing climate conditions, in particular on public land such as public green areas, roads, and municipal
buildings. The different scenarios proposed will support the political choices regarding interventions to be
carried out in the region in order to reduce contributing to the heat island phenomenon and to counteract its
effects, and to manage rainwater by mitigating the impact of intense precipitation phenomena.
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In addition, they will enable climate‐proofing strategies to be identified and the investments needed in the
different scenarios to counteract climate phenomena over a medium‐term period (2030) to be quantified.
c) The assessment of areas with high potential (disused industrial areas or areas planned as parks in the PRG) to
produce ecosystem services, to combat the impacts of climate change and to improve the quality of the urban
environment, increasing its ecological value. In particular, for some strategic areas identified by the City (sample
areas) two alternative scenarios to the current one will be identified, one with limited public use and the other
aimed exclusively at maximising ecosystem functionality.
d) The creation of a software tool that can assess and guide urban transformations, to support the administration
in calculating any environmental compensation. The tool should allow the analysis of possible changes in the
value of ecosystem functionalities as a result of assumed changes in land use.
In order to use the most appropriate methodology for assessing ecosystem services in urban areas, tests have been
carried out on different types of areas (areas for which transformation scenarios are expected and areas not subject
to use transformation forecasts) to test the different models available, trying to highlight critical points and
strengths of the models themselves.
For the assessment of ecosystem services related to transformations, preference has been given to methods that
can be directly based on the use of land use maps, for the following reasons:
•

immediate feedback with the format of the information describing the processes of land use change, thus
allowing an immediate and intuitive assessment of conditions before and after the transformation
processes. The possibility of immediately assessing the effect that the different types of land use have on
the provision of the service allows a definition of alternative intervention scenarios in a relatively simple
way, resulting in the possibility of a more complete analysis of the solutions to be implemented for the
regional governance processes;

•

full integration in operational and conceptual terms with planning tools and other models used for assessing
ecosystem services considered, in favour of organicity and consistency in the overall assessment of the
regional governance processes;

•

wide possibilities for operating on different scales, depending on the resolution of the input data.

The following table provides a summary of the above‐mentioned ecosystem services under assessment, the type
of service, and the related estimation methodologies envisaged at present. The methodological detail for each
ecosystem service is available in the report "Methodological approaches and procedures for assessing ecosystem services
in the Municipality of Turin area", attached to this plan (Annex 4). In the operational estimation phase, considerations
and assessments may emerge that require a review of what is included in the report.
The assessment of ecosystem services will also provide adequate support to the processes of land transformation,
in order to promote solutions to avoid or minimise the impacts on the land component and defining, for significant
impacts, appropriate compensation methods to ensure an improvement in the environmental and ecological
quality of the intervention. Until the General Regulatory Plan is updated, these principles will be used to support
the Environmental Assessments of Plans, Programmes, and Projects.
In particular, at the end of the ecosystem services assessment, the administration will adopt an act to formalise the
identification of a tool aimed at assessing and guiding urban transformations and able to estimate the
compensation of possible changes in the value of ecosystem functionalities as a result of assumed changes in land
use.
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Ecosystem

SE type [code]

VET component

service (SE) name

according to CICES v.5.1

considered

1. Atmospheric carbon

Regulation [2.2.6.1]

Indirect use value

storage

Logic and main biophysical aspects and
economic criteria of the estimation
methodology
• Atmospheric carbon absorbed and stored in
selected tanks (pools) associated with different
forms of use and land cover
• Market value evaluation criterion (adjustable
benchmark price)

2. Removal of air

Regulation [2.1.1.2]

Indirect use value

pollutants

• Amount of air pollutants (NO2 and PM10)
intercepted by permanent vegetation
• Evaluation criterion for cost of subrogation (cost
of measures necessary to ensure a level of
abatement of pollutants similar to that provided
by urban greenery)

Regulation [2.2.6.2]

Indirect use value

• Cooling potential (expressed in °C), resulting from
the combined effect of tree cover and
evapotranspiration
• Evaluation criterion for cost of subrogation
(cost of measures necessary to ensure cooling
of the buildings concerned similar to that
provided by urban greenery)

4.Hydrogeological
protection and rainwater
infiltration capacity

Regulation [2.2.1.3]

Indirect use value

• Effect of reducing direct run‐off
resulting from weather events.

5. Rainwater infiltration
capacity

Regulation [2.2.1.3]

3. Temperature
regulation

• Damage avoided or reconstruction costs for
damage suffered as a result of weather events
Indirect use value

• Effect of reducing direct runoff resulting from
weather events due to infiltration effect
• Damage avoided or reconstruction costs for
damage suffered as a result of weather events

6. Social benefits

Cultural

(recreation)

[3.1.1.1 and

Direct use value

3.1.1.2]

7. Biodiversity and

Regulation [2.2.2.3]

habitat quality

• Estimate the number of people who can
potentially visit urban green areas, depending on
the recreational opportunities identified.
• Willingness to pay individually for the maintenance
and management of green areas
for recreational purposes

Indirect use value (Option • Level of habitat degradation/conservation
against a predefined set of possible threat
value)
factors
• Criterion of the reconstruction/restoration
value of degraded habitats at market prices
(regional price list)

8. Agricultural production

Supply [1.1.1.1]

Direct use value

• Potential production of agricultural products as
a function of the estimated/expected unit yield
for the main expected products
• Criterion of market value (prices of main
expected agricultural products)

9. Pollination

Regulation [2.2.2.1]

Indirect use value

• Index of abundance of pollinators and
dependence on them for the production of certain
agricultural crops
• Production function and market value criterion of
agricultural crops dependent on pollinators (prices
of main expected agricultural products)
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10. Climate, extreme events, and communities
The technical-scientific analysis carried out by the GdL and with the support of ARPA Piemonte, which made it
possible to analyse the impacts in the region and on people, infrastructure, and green heritage, was subsequently
accompanied by a survey aimed at gathering information on the awareness and lived experience of the city’s most
vulnerable population with regard to extreme climate events, especially heat waves. For this type of survey, the city
made use of the scientific assistance of the Università di Torino (three departments in particular were involved:
Psychology - Economics and Statistics - Cultures, Politics, and Society, and the OMERO Interdepartmental Research
Centre “Urban & Event Studies”) that, in order to carry out the planned activities, set up a research group: REEST
(Research into Extreme Events) made up of university students specialising in various Master’s programmes.
The goals of the survey were:
•

to understand how extreme phenomena are perceived by the population and to what extent they affect the life

and well-being of individuals;
•

to know which strategies and behavioural changes the population adopts to cope with the difficulties caused
by heat waves;

•

to learn about any help given to and/or received by people in difficulty during heat waves;

•

to collect comments and opinions from citizens regarding the initiatives and measures proposed by the City
to counter heat waves and improve liveability in the city during extreme events;

•

to receive suggestions and ideas on any other measures that have not been identified and that take into
account citizens’ lived experiences.

It was decided that this analysis would be conducted by engaging a more socially vulnerable part of the population
in order to understand how pre-existing social stresses interact with the shocks represented by extreme events and to
identify which actions could best respond to specific circumstances.
The method adopted to carry out the research was that of the interview, to be submitted to a sample of people
identified in the most socially vulnerable areas of the city, in particular the Barriera di Milano and Aurora districts.
These two districts, according to the results of research carried out by the DIST (Interuniversity Department of
Regional and Urban Studies and Planning of the Politecnico and the Università di Torino) entitled “The social
configuration in the different spatial areas of the city of Turin based on ISTAT 2011 - Turin, 2016 data”, show higher
concentrations of people with low income, high unemployment, and low education.
In order to contact people, we made use of the collaboration of the social and cultural community centres present in
the area, of some private businesses, and of the administrative offices in which the two districts fall.
Since the first phase of this survey took place during the winter, the interview was accompanied by a photo-stimulation
activity (i.e., a collection of photos representing different extreme climate events) with the aim of “awakening” and
stimulating the interviewee’s awareness of certain climate phenomena, in particular heat waves. In this first phase, 60
interviews were collected, targeting a sample as heterogeneous as possible in terms of age, gender, and ethnicity.
The survey used a qualitative methodology through the use of the interview technique, specifically a semi-structured
interview that allowed the participants’ narratives to be included under the heading of climate changes. The interview
also included a part employing quantitative methodology, with the aim of collecting numerical data on the
interviewees’ experiences, the behavioural strategies adopted during heat waves, the help given and received, and
opinions on the measures proposed by the City.
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Social and personal data of the participants
Average age of respondents

46 years

Minimum recorded age

18 years

Maximum recorded age

87 years

Number of male subjects interviewed

35

Number of female subjects interviewed

25
Italy: 38 interviewees
Morocco: 11 interviewees
Egypt: 2 interviewees
Nigeria: 2 interviewees

Origin of interviewees

Mexico: 1 interviewee
Rom: 2 interviewees
Albania: 1 interviewee
Russia: 1 interviewee
India: 1 interviewee
Tunisia: 1 interviewee

RESULTS
The main results of the survey are described below, the full report of which can be found in Annex 5. With regard to
the perception of climate change and, in particular, heat waves, most respondents are aware of ongoing climate
changes and recognise that heat waves are a problematic phenomenon in cities, which directly impact certain aspects
of life. Many highlight the aspects of change that they have noticed most, in particular the fact that it hardly snows
any more, that autumn is much milder, that the last two summers have been excessively hot, reaching peaks to which
people are not used, and also note the consequences for health and discomfort, especially for those who have to travel.
It is important to note that those who have not witnessed significant changes in the climate in recent years and who
do not recognise heat waves as a problem are living with other vulnerabilities that are considered priorities
(homelessness, distance from family, etc.). Therefore, they do not perceive climate issues as a specific vulnerability.
The climate vulnerability, however, added to other fragilities, makes the situation of this portion of the population
even more critical.
With regard to the strategies adopted by the interviewees to effectively respond to heat waves, where recognised as
a problematic phenomenon, behavioural changes mainly emerged, including, primarily:
•

changes in diet: people prefer to eat light and uncooked food to avoid cooking and turning on
the oven;

•

changes in hours spent away from home: people avoid going out during the hottest hours, concentrating their
movements, above all, early in the morning or in the evening;

•

changes in the usual activities: people choose not to do the toughest housework jobs but to do only
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the indispensable; in terms of movements, people prefer to go on foot rather than wait a long time in the sun
for the bus to stop and travel on buses without air conditioning;
•

changes in the choice of activities to do during free time: people tend to go out as little as possible to stay at
home with the air conditioner on and, if possible, people try to go to cooler places, such as the mountains.

Another kind of personal strategy adopted, and often encountered in the interviewees, is that of having adopted an
artificial air-conditioning system at home.
As far as aid strategies are concerned, most of them stated that they had not received any kind of help, either formal
or informal, during heat waves, but that they had given help to people in difficulty or in situations of discomfort,
especially to family members and acquaintances.
The answers given to this type of enquiry highlight how some of the initiatives already launched by the City are not
known and do not reach all citizens in the same way. For example, in the period from 1 July 2019 to 30 September
2019, the “Heat Emergency” Project launched a series of initiatives aimed at implementing direct actions to counter
the negative effects of climate events on the fragile elderly. In the same way, for several years now, a selection of airconditioned premises (CIC - Air-conditioned meeting centres) has been identified within the municipal region, to
which everyone can have access to spend a few hours of the day in the cool and in company. It will be important to
verify the diffusion of the above-mentioned centres, including in the two districts involved and to encourage local
communities to frequent them.
With respect to the measures proposed by the City to counter the discomfort caused by heat waves, the following
were mainly appreciated: the social support aimed at launching interventions to reduce the vulnerability of the most
fragile groups, the diffusion of the heat alert bulletin to be adequately informed and take measures to protect
themselves during the hottest days, but, above all, the increase in the presence of trees in the city and green areas in
general. With regard to the latter point, it is acknowledged that there are already many green areas but often without
shaded areas and therefore not very usable, because, in most cases, small trees are planted that need to grow for
several years before they can provide any benefit in terms of shading.
Therefore, this highlighted the need to take greater care of existing parks and green areas in order to ensure the
presence of spaces in which the community can spend time during the hot season, especially to increase shaded areas
and meeting points, but also to take appropriate measures to increase the sense of security and ensure greater
attendance from all sections of the population.
The results of the survey made it possible to confirm some aspects already known to the administration, but also to
identify others that will be the subject of further investigation and which will require a multidisciplinary approach.
Further suggestions may emerge in the second phase of the survey that will be carried out during the summer period,
during which the information given by the people involved may be more directly related to the experience they will
be living through.
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12. Monitoring and next steps
The Adaptation Plan, it has been said many times, has been devised as a dynamic and flexible tool; the drafting phase
therefore represents the starting point of a process that is destined to last some time.
The effects of climate change constitute an ever-changing picture and, therefore, adaptation actions will need to be
constantly assessed, updated, and implemented. It will, therefore, be essential to be ready to receive and integrate
new knowledge, to assess the possible risks that may affect our region in the future, to collect the input from scientific
discoveries that will develop over time, and to keep alive the dialogue and exchange with other cities in terms of their
experiences.
Group work continues
For these reasons, the Working Group, which has worked on preparing this plan, will continue to operate, with sixmonthly meetings, to monitor its progress, verify its suitability, and to make the necessary changes, but will also be
called to participate in training courses, which will be launched in order to facilitate the implementation phase of the
plan. In order to keep track of the whole process, to update the data and to enable timely implementation of
improvement measures, the GdL will produce an annual report, which will support the monitoring phase required by
the Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy. For the commitments made in joining this initiative, the adaptation
plan will feed into the PAESC document - Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plan - which takes into account
and integrates mitigation and adaptation actions, the two pillars of the fight against climate change.
Change Indicators
The objective of monitoring, as defined by the EEA (2014), is to “track progress in implementing an adaptation
action by using the systematic collection of data on selected indicators and reviewing the measure in relation to its
objectives and inputs, including financial resources”.
With this aim in mind, the 78 actions, which make up Turin’s adaptation strategy and are its operational cornerstone,
have been associated with “monitoring indicators”, one for each action, which are useful for verifying the progress
that the City makes over time in order to increase the resilience of its region.
The data thus systematised can be shared with the different governance levels and stakeholders and used to inform
and involve citizens in the renewal process that the City is about to undertake through the implementation of the
measures contained in the plan.
In order to more accurately assess the impact of some specific measures, the use of qualitative surveys is planned, in
addition to that of quantitative indicators. Qualitative surveys have the advantage of deepening knowledge of and
observing in detail the context and the object of interest. This methodology has been tested through the survey
conducted by the City with the scientific support of the Università di Torino through the research group REEST
(Research into Extreme Events - referred to in chapter 10). The fruitful collaboration, created on this occasion
between the University and the City, was formalised with a specific agreement to ensure the possibility of further
study in the future.
Ecosystem Services for a Resilient Future
Further important information, which will support policy choices regarding the interventions to be carried out in the
region to combat the local impacts of climate change, will come from the analysis of ecosystem services (referred to
in chapter 9), currently underway. This study, in addition to a better knowledge of the value that the natural capital
present in the city generates for the community, and of how to preserve it or improve it in urban transformations, will
make it possible to develop, in harmony with the strategic green infrastructure plan, strategies to develop or
implement ecosystem services in areas at high climate risk and to quantify the necessary investments in the different
climate-proofing scenarios in order to counteract climate phenomena in the medium term (2030).
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The above analysis will also make it possible to deepen understanding of the role of the “land” as a resource for
combatting climate change. Land represents, in fact, an important carbon reservoir (if left undisturbed, it stabilises
and remains trapped for thousands of years), but, at the same time, it can have an important function in the regulation
and management of floods, in the storage of large quantities of water, in the prevention of erosion phenomena, and
in the regulation of temperature. Sustainable land management in urban and rural areas can, therefore, make an
effective contribution to mitigating climate change and facilitating the process of adapting to it.
Green Infrastructure for a Resilient City
The implementation of the climate resilience strategy and the measures in the plan will be closely coordinated with
the above-mentioned strategic green infrastructure plan, which defines the objectives for the evolution of the city’s
green infrastructure in the coming decades. This evolution will not only increase its recreational value, but also its
capacity to produce ecosystem services able to counteract climate vulnerabilities, in particular the urban heat island
phenomenon that tends to be aggravated by areas without green infrastructure for shading and cooling and extreme
precipitation events through the implementation of natured-based solutions to reduce the burden on existing grey
infrastructure.
Continuous Dialogue with Innovative Cities
In order to optimise the design and implementation of some interventions, in particular the NBS for rainwater
management, there will be exchanges with the cities of Philadelphia and Oslo, which have already adopted this type
of solution to solve the critical issues caused by the increased frequency and intensity of precipitation. Additional
exchanges are also planned with other cities that have already experimented with the various existing technologies
aimed at reducing the vulnerability of natural and socio-economic systems and increasing their capacity to respond
to the inevitable impacts of a changing climate.
In addition, the commitments undertaken with the signing of a memorandum of understanding with the cities of
Genoa and Milan will be pursued. These involve launching a collaboration aimed at developing and implementing a
coordination of the resilience strategies of the three municipalities and the development of a synergistic resilience
strategy on a large scale (macro-regional).
The cooperation process involves identifying vulnerabilities common to the three cities, as well as vulnerabilities that
could cascade across the other cities starting from a critical issue that occurs in the region of one of them, in order to
implement synergistic actions for a more effective response and recovery through the mutual sharing of resources
and objectives.
Widening the Circle of Involved Actors
The start of the implementation phase of the plan will require the intensification of collaboration with the business
world, initiated within the DERRIS Project (referred to in Chapter 2), in order to promote the preparation of
complementary adaptation plans. In particular, the involvement of large industries present in the municipal area will
be fundamental to implementing measures affecting large industrial areas, capable of generating impacts not only in
the areas where they are located but also having important repercussions for the whole municipal region.
A Careful Look to the Future
The object of this phase will also be the monitoring of events and their impacts on the region, including through the
spread of innovative tools and technologies (the use of drones, specialist models, etc.) able to observe or predict the
evolution of critical issues and, thus, anticipate the implementation of specific protection measures. In addition, a
benchmark meteorological station for climatology will be installed in Turin, which will be part of the network of
stations used to monitor climate change at a global level. This is a station with a very high level of precision, which
will be managed by INRiM (Italy's national metrology institute) and will be the only one installed at the urban level
within the network.
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Circular Approach in Water Management
The City is also developing its own strategy in terms of circular water management in urban areas as part of the
European CWC - City Water Circle - Project. The process, which will be carried out with the active participation of
local stakeholders, aims to promote and spread the culture of water saving, practices for collecting and using
unconventional local water resources (such as rainwater and grey water), and natural solutions for water management.
The innovative actions identified to achieve these objectives may become an integral part of this plan and add the
issue of water scarcity to the climate strategy for water management, although at present it does not represent a major
problem for the city.
Financing the Adaptation of the City
To implement the plan, Turin has recently signed, the first in Italy, an agreement with the European Investment Bank
(EIB) to receive support for its investment activities in support of climate change mitigation and adaptation (Annex
6).
The agreement aims, in fact, to promote and support investments in the municipal region in areas considered
particularly strategic, such as:
•

creation of green infrastructure;

•

energy efficiency of public buildings;

•

redevelopment of urban spaces and the urban fabric with a view to adapting to climate change;

•

where of interest to the municipality, implementation of financial tools supported by resources from the ESIF
funds (ERDF, ESF, EAFRD, EMFF) in the priority sectors for developing cohesion policies, both with reference
to the conclusion of this programming period 2014-2020 and in preparation for the next programming period
2021-2027.

The signing of the agreement represents a structural action that makes it possible to concretise the City’s commitment
to the implementation of actions for adaptation to climate change. The scale of the planned investments would allow,
in a medium to long time horizon, systemic action in terms of transforming the region, in particular the redevelopment
of the urban fabric required by the new climate situation with particular attention to the development of green
infrastructure and the replacement of waterproof surfacing with low albedo.
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Postscript: Reflections on the Covid-19
pandemic
Although not explicitly addressed by the GdL, the current situation calls for reflection on the large-scale effects that
the new coronavirus pandemic could have on the application of policies and actions to combat climate change and
on the climate and environmental concauses that may have favoured the spread of the virus and its propagation from
animals to humans.
Regarding this last aspect, there seems to be a connection between the spread of emerging diseases (Ebola, AIDS,
SARS, avian influenza, and SARS-CoV-2) and the loss of biodiversity, induced by the anthropogenic impact on
natural ecosystems and the indiscriminate exploitation of natural resources. Natural ecosystems play a key role in
sustaining and nurturing life, but also in regulating the transmission and spread of infectious diseases. The destruction
of the natural habitat breaks the ecological balance and reduces the natural barriers to contagion. The loss of forest
ecosystems, which are more complex and richer in biodiversity, due to deforestation, has, in fact, eliminated part of
those animal species that provided a barrier between viruses and humans, increasing the risk of contagion. This
depletion of biodiversity favours the phenomenon called “spillover”, i.e., interspecies jumps, the passage of a
pathogen from one host species to another (in this case from animal to human being) due to the decrease in
intermediate species. It is thought that this very phenomenon is also at the basis of the origin of the new coronavirus.
Of course, the trade, whether illegal or not, in wild animals or parts of them, increases the probability that spillover
occurs.
The presence of urban agglomerations with high population density, highly affected by human activity, and
characterised by the continuous movement of many people, facilitates the spread of the pandemic. The trend towards
an ageing population certainly makes the effects of the virus more devastating.
The presence of built-up areas with high population density, highly affected by human activity, and
characterised by the continuous movement of many people facilitates the spread of the pandemic.
The trend towards an ageing population certainly makes the effects of the virus more devastating.
Air pollution from particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5), which represents one of the major health problems for the
populations of urban areas in northern Italy, is also an effective vector for the transport, spread, and proliferation of
viral infections. Many scientific studies on the spread of viruses in the human population correlate the incidence of
viral infections with concentrations of atmospheric particulate matter. Airborne particulate matter acts as a carrier
for many chemical and biological contaminants, including viruses. Viruses “attach”, through a coagulation process,
to atmospheric particulate matter, consisting of solid and/or liquid particles able to remain in the atmosphere even
for hours, days, or weeks, which can spread and be transported even over long distances. Atmospheric particulate
matter, in addition to being a carrier, is a substrate that can allow the virus to remain in the air in viable conditions
for a longer time.
But we must not overlook the important long-term consequences of the pandemic on the world economy and
geopolitics, as well as on human behaviour, in particular on travel and the way of interfacing with the surrounding
environment. Never before has a biotic component influenced the world economy so decisively. The resilience of the
production system during a pandemic and the actions that will follow for a real recovery, increasing the resilience of
society (including with respect to the spread of these viruses), must move ahead with clear and strong directions from
the government and public administrations. Such directions involve implementation of the actions included in the
European Green Deal to achieve zero climate impacts by 2050: promoting the efficient use of resources by moving
to a clean and circular economy, restoring biodiversity, and reducing pollution.
There is a real risk that the need to relaunch the economy, especially planned for the short term, at a time of low
energy and fossil fuel costs, may slow down the trend towards decarbonisation, weakening investment in clean
energy, from solar to electric cars, in support of more conventional production activities. Economic recovery
measures should be well designed and set medium to long term targets, facilitating the transition towards lowemission energy production, energy efficiency, technological innovation, and more sustainable consumption and
mobility patterns.
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The reduction in climate-altering gas emissions expected due to the economic crisis following the pandemic, as well
as the reduction in pollution in urban areas where lockdown measures are in place, are not sustainable over time if
not guided by structural policies and measures. In the history of humankind, economic crises have, in fact, been the
only occasions when the emissions growth rate has been reduced, but always for a short period.
The health emergency due to the Covid19 virus therefore makes it even more important to implement certain
measures to reduce, manage, and contain epidemiological emergencies.
The subsequent recovery has always seen a marked increase in emissions, because no work has ever been done to
reduce the intensity thereof, i.e., the amount of greenhouse gases emitted per unit of wealth produced. The current
technological advancement associated with targeted investments, in conjunction with what has been learned from
this crisis in terms of mobility, superfluous needs, use of time, and optimisation of work, could finally lead to a
significant reduction in emission intensity.
This would also strengthen the reduction commitments (NDCs) included in the Paris Agreement, making it possible
to reach the target of keeping global warming below 2°C at the end of the century and relaunching international
climate negotiations. The latter risk being squeezed by urgent health needs and seeing the effect of the mobilisation
actions, which have put the issue of climate change on the political and financial agenda over the past year, weakened.
The health emergency due to the Covid19 virus therefore makes it even more important to implement certain
measures, already included in this plan, to reduce, manage, and contain epidemiological emergencies. On the other
hand, this emergency has also highlighted the importance of certain measures that create benefits from an
environmental point of view and, indirectly, in terms of climate change.
The following is a list of some of them:
•

identification and monitoring of, and assistance for fragile subjects, which must be extended to a broader base
than is already in place for heat waves. The social support system must be able to be activated continuously
and not only during the summer, with rapid procedures;

•

the adaptation of the municipal Civil Protection Plan to the role and tasks of civil protection in cases of health
emergencies and the link with the respective regional plan, also considering lasting emergencies, as well as
the new role of volunteers, and the extension of PPE to these types of risk;

•

structural, permanent, and large-scale urban greening works, reintroduction of biodiversity in the city,
restoration of degraded ecosystems, and abandoned areas with qualified interventions that reintroduce nature
into the city; creating widespread green areas that allow domestic use while avoid overcrowding;

•

interventions for energy efficiency, facilities to promote solar and clean energy in the city, promoting
solutions compatible with the urban fabric, beginning with those structures owned by the municipality,
enhancing solutions proposed by Piedmontese research;

•

strong investment in public transport with innovative intermodal systems based on the characteristics of the
city, the city/region relationship, and its use;

•

adapt the bandwidth, promote access to technological connection resources in an equitable manner, promote
initiatives with higher-level bodies to promote the spread of broadband in Piedmont so as to reduce physical
access to the city;

•

promote the adoption of smart working where possible (and this emergency has shown that it is more possible
than was thought) by entities in the urban area, the business world, services, tertiary sector; promote online
cultural initiatives (museums, libraries, film libraries, events), encourage the acquisition of technological
devices, equipment to practice indoor sports, including autonomously;

•

promote online training initiatives, provide a plan for education facilities in the city to promote online
teaching in a homogeneous way, offer all students the same opportunities;
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•

streamline the bureaucracy of processes that lead to the implementation of the measures included in this plan
in order to encourage and incentivise them;

•

simplify access to administrative and public services, including medical advice, and through specific actions,
to banking, insurance, and specialist services, through digital promotion. In general, join the initiatives of
AGID (Agency for Digital Italy) and promote them in the region of the City;

•

improve and make public communication more timely, up-to-date, and widespread;

•

maintain, strengthen, and ensure monitoring of the environmental and social components of the city, the
implementation of greening interventions, promote the use of satellite services to integrate environmental and
regional information on the city and its transformations;

•

create and maintain a permanent task force with higher-level bodies (Metropolitan City and Region first and
foremost) to coordinate interventions ranging from mitigation, to adaptation, to the management of long-term
emergencies, which require lasting behavioural changes and involve all citizens and their administration.

Outlining concrete actions for adaptation to climate change, highlighting those measures that contribute most to the
objectives of the European Green Deal and that can be undertaken most strongly with the post-emergency policy,
implementing them, and bringing them to fruition, will help to increasing the resilience of urban areas to the spread
of these emerging diseases, which pose a threat to the life and development of humanity, and are intimately linked to
the quality of the environment and to the changing climate.
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Annex 1

Complete table of adaptation actions
Heatwaves
Flooding

Heatwaves

Exiting silos for a coordinated
approach

Revision of the
PRG

Description of action

Executive Urban Planning Tools: introduction
of official guidelines that legitimise the
adoption of design solutions to reduce heat
islands

Revision of the
EnergyEnvironmental
Annex

Revision of the Energy-Environmental Annex to
the Building Regulations

Internal
working
group

Internal working group supporting the
preparation and monitoring of the
adaptation plan and connecting with the
general planning

Vertical
governance
Horizont
al
governa
nce
Professional
developme
nt
Technical
construction
manuals

Constructing vertical institutional relations
(state-region) and integrated working methods
constructing horizontal institutional
relations (municipality-municipality-city)
and integrated working methods;
international experiences with the city of
Portland
Launch a technical training programme
specific to public and private construction
Provide technicians with manuals for
construction design with technical
specifications and examples of solutions
already implemented

Specific objective

Monitoring indicator

Type

EEA type

Category

Status

Implementation
schedule

Reference department

Synergy with other subjects

Environment
Green
Mobility

Reduce heat islands by increasing treelined green areas, permeable areas, and
reducing land consumption

increase in shaded surfaces
[m2]

soft

transformative planning

to be
implemented

Ensure the adoption of climate-proof
criteria in new buildings/renovations

Approval of the revision of the EnergyEnvironmental Annex
[Yes/No]
no. of building projects adopting climate
proof criteria
[no.]

soft

transformative planning

to be
implemented

GdL meetings
[no./year]

soft

governance and
transformative participatory
in progress
processes

medium

environment
department

good practices developed in synergy with
higher-level institutions
[no/year]

soft

governance and
transformative participatory
in progress
processes

medium

environment
department

soft

governance and
transformative participatory
in progress
processes

medium

environment
department

training courses in the region
[no/year]
training courses in which the GdL
participates [no/
year]

soft

incremental

training

to be
implemented

shared manuals
[no]

soft

incremental

training

to be
implemented

soft

incremental

dedicated
services

in progress

short

civil protection

institutional communication

soft

coping

information and
communication

in progress

medium

civil protection

institutional communication

short

environment

ARPA communication

medium

social policies

Interdisciplinary involvement
and objective-sharing
Participatory process

Participatory process

Specific professional development
managed by the City to encourage the
implementation of innovative solutions
Encourage the implementation of
innovative solutions to combat
discomfort caused by high
temperatures

good practices developed in synergy with
other
cities
[no/year]

medium

medium

town planning

private building

short

Training

medium

Training

Town Planning,
Environment, Energy

GdL Services

HOW TO PREPARE

A careful
look to the
future

In search of
innovative solutions

RESILIENT ADMINISTRATION

Urban planning rules for a
more resilient city

Action
Name

Sending high heat anomaly alerts to support
Dissemination of functions and structures (codes 2 and 3) and
heat alert bulletin publication of the bulletin on the
institutional site for citizens

Annex 1

Knowing so you can act

Widespread information activities on the
various risks, aimed both at the citizens but
also at the administration services

Awareness-raising activities for citizens on the
Awareness-raising correct behaviour to adopt during the hottest
days

Social support
strategies for
the most
vulnerable
groups

Assistance for living better

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION AND MANAGEMENT

Public
preparation

Raising the awareness of local communities
to protect the most fragile population from
extreme events, stimulating a more active role,
including through the identification and
involvement of community hubs that are
recognised and recognisable at a local level
(pharmacies, spaces for the elderly, etc.)

Heat
Emergency
Plan

Implementation of the annual Heat
Emergency Plan (for 3 months from June to
September) targeting the “fragile” selfsufficient elderly, accompanied by local
communication activities on the available
projects

Public events
support

Civil Protection intervention on the
occasion of events that concentrate a large
number of people in a limited area

Municipal
Emergency
Plan Update

Update of the municipal emergency plan, in
which heat waves are recognised as a climate
risk to be managed

Inform the competent structures
regarding any action to be taken

new channels activated for broadcasting or
Services reached [no.]

Suitable information addressed to broadcasting channels activated or people
citizens so they can protect themselves
reached [no.]
during the hottest days and ensure the
implementation of services regarding
aspects falling within their respective
areas of competence
Citizens prepared for extreme events

broadcasting channels activated or people
reached
[no.]

soft

incremental

information and
communication

Greater effectiveness of the nearby
social network

structures/associations activated
[no.]

soft

coping

information and
communication

Identification of interventions to be
activated to reduce the vulnerability of
fragile subjects

people reached by activities included in the
heat emergency plan
[no.]

soft

coping

dedicated
services

in progress

short

social policies

MMG

Ensuring people’s well-being, e.g., by
supplying drinking water or through
improvised refrigeration systems

events with Civil Protection support
[no./year]

soft

coping

dedicated
services

in progress

short

civil protection

SMAT

Implementation procedure for managing
the risk

Approval of the revision of the Municipal
Emergency Plan
[Yes/No]

soft

coping

planning

in progress

medium

civil protection

to be
implemented

to be
implemented

2

Heatwaves
Action Name

Strategic Green
Infrastructure Plan

Building for coolness
Annex 1

Types

EEA type

Category

Status

Preparation of the Strategic Green Infrastructure
Plan

Development of the plan in parallel and in coordination with the
adaptation plan for green planning, which guides the design and
management of adaptation to climate change

Approval of the Strategic Green
Infrastructure Plan

soft

transformative

planning

In
progress

medium

New tree plantings

Increase the number of trees on an urban scale and raise public
awareness regarding the role/importance of trees in the city

[Yes/No]

green

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

in
progress

long

green

increase in the number of trees
[no. of trees/year]

green

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

medium

green

donations from citizens [no. of
trees/year]

green

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

in progress

long

green

public-private partnerships [no.]

green

incremental

planning

in progress

short

green

urban forestation campaigns

soft

coping

knowledge

to be
implemented

medium

green

[no. of trees/year]

soft

coping

knowledge

to be
implemented

medium

green

newly built (or processed)
surfaces using cool road
surfacing
[m2]

grey

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

new construction works or
reactivation of existing
infrastructure [m2]

grey

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

urban
development

mobility

toret relocations [no.]

grey

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

SMAT

mobility

surface involved in the
construction of drainage areas
with green surface
arrangement [m2]

green

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

in progress

long

mobility

urbanisation

length of transformed track [km]

grey

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

GTT mobility

temporary shade structures
[no]

soft

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

mobility

Increase shading on streets and buildings

River parks

Rehabilitation of river banks with the creation of
river parks (Torino Città d’Acque [City of Waters])

Progressive transformation of the 73 kilometres of river banks
characterising the 4 rivers that cross Turin in a system of linear
parks with cycle paths.

Tree management

Management activities for healthy shade trees

Manage the city’s trees through the most up-to-date arboriculture
and pruning techniques in order to have healthier, safer trees that
maintain their ability to shade.

Updating the greenery regulation with the
Identify tree species able to overcome conditions of thermal
preparation of a manual of tree species that are more
stress mainly in summer.
resistant and better adapted to new climate
conditions.

Private tree census
extension

Implementation of the tree census with the private Having a complete picture of the urban trees and ecosystem
green heritage diversifying it and cataloguing the
services
functions associated with them
that ensure

Cool
road surfacing

Cooling of urban road surfaces through the use of
innovative materials (draining materials, coloured
asphalts, etc.)

Solutions for
blue cooling

Implementation of solutions with presence of water in ensure the presence of water infrastructure for benefits in case of
squares or streets (e.g., cascading water, pools,
high temperatures
fountains)

Toret relocation

Relocation of current torets, including evaluating their
positioning near stops or in areas with greater
vulnerability

Draining areas

Construction of rainwater drainage areas
along the road, with green surface arrangement

Green tracks

Conversion of decommissioned tracks and, where
possible, tram tracks in use into green tracks
Temporary covers for the summer period in the
squares or other rest areas

Favour temperature decrease in the intervention area, reducing
the heat island effect

ensure correct distribution including based on actual use

temperature mitigation thanks to the presence of greenery (as
well as water drainage)
reduction of the ground temperature and at a height close to the
ground
ensure the presence of shaded areas

incremental

coping

to be
implemented

Reference department

Synergy with
other
subjects

Monitoring indicator

Planting of trees along the sidewalks, on noses, in
parking spaces

Temporary
covers

Implementation
schedule

Specific objective

Increase in
trees

More resistant tree
species
A COOLER CITY

HOW TO ADAPT THE CITY

Greenery that shades

Increase the
number of trees in
the city

Description of action

environment
department

green

urban development
mobility

civil protection

3

Heatwaves
Action Name

Greenery as a climate refuge

Air conditioning of TPL vehicles

TPL stops covered

Covered stops or other shade systems

TPL comfort stops

Ventilation and/or atomisation solutions
at the stops

Redesigning
TPL stops

Shaded
cycle lanes

The hill as a refuge
area

Design the TPL stops in such a way as to facilitate
getting on/getting off fast

Construction of shaded cycle lines

Think of the hill as a “refuge” area, providing rest
areas, checking the access routes, and increasing
services

Horizontal
Map of the green areas, to be positioned also in the
signposting of refuge TPL stops, and signposting to reach climate shelters
areas

Types

EEA type

Category

Status

reduce the travel time for TPL

lines with transit signal priority
[km]

soft

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in
progress

long

Mobility

GTT - 5T

ensure adequate conditions during use of TPL, so as not to
discourage its use on days with high temperatures

vehicles with air conditioning
systems
[% of total fleet]

grey

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in
progress

medium

mobility

GTT

grey

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in
progress

medium

mobility

GTT

stops equipped with comfort
systems [no.] and [%]

grey

coping

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

mobility

GTT

new stop solutions to reduce
waiting time [no.]

grey

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

medium

mobility

GTT

ensure shade during wait at the stop

ensure greater well-being while waiting at the stop
reduce time spent waiting at a stop

shaded stops [no.] and [%]

to promote the use of bikes, ensuring greater well-being for the
cyclist

shaded lanes
[km]

grey

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

Enhancing the hillside not only in terms of the benefit it gives the
city in mitigating extreme temperatures, but also as a “refuge”
area from heatwaves

interventions carried out to
ensure greater usability of the hill
[no.]

green

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

facilitate access to cool areas

maps of green areas installed in
the city [no.]

soft

roofs with greenery [m2]

coping

to be
implemented

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

medium

in
progress

medium

Green walls

walls with greenery [m2]

green

Reflective paints

Cooling of building roofs by laying materials with a
high SRI (solar reflectance index) such as paints or
reflective membranes

Increasing thermal well-being inside buildings

roofs painted with reflective
paints [m2]

grey

coping

During extraordinary maintenance operations,
installation of low-energy cooling systems in office
buildings

Increased thermal comfort inside

cooling systems installed in
municipal office buildings [no.]

grey

coping

grey

coping

shield systems
installed [no.]

long

works on
installations or
transformative infrastructure

Thermal insulation of the building
Ventilation (in the case of a cavity)

Increased thermal comfort indoors and reduced energy demand
for air conditioning

to be
implemented

medium

in
progress

Creation of green walls with a suitable choice of wood
able to ensure reduced maintenance, also consider
the possibility of creating a cavity between the green
wall and the building, technological or conventional
green walls (shading deciduous or evergreen
creepers)

Use of shield systems (including automated) to
reduce insolation on buildings

to be
implemented

long

works on
transformative installations or
infrastructure

Thermal insulation of the building

green

knowledge

to be
implemented

works on
installations or
infrastructure
works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

Reference department

Synergy with
other
subjects

Monitoring indicator

Conversion of roofs in public and private areas
through the creation of green roofs

Shield
systems

Implementation
schedule

Specific objective

Green roofs

Cooling systems
for public
buildings
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Transit signal priority for TPL

TPL air
conditioning

Cool and comfortable schools and public
i

A MORE LIVEABLE CITY

HOW TO ADAPT THE CITY

Cool and comfortable public transport

TPL [local public
transport] Priorities

Description of action

green mobility

green

green mobility

medium

urban development, municipal and school
construction, private construction

long

urban development, municipal and school
building, private building

long

urban development, municipal and school
building, private building

municipal buildings
energy management
private construction municipal construction

4

Floods
Urban planning rules for a more resilient
city

Action Name
Revision of the PRG

Revision of the
Building Regulations

Rainwater drainage
regulation

Exiting silos for a coordinated approach
A careful look to the future

Revision of the PRG with the inclusion of
standards/indices in order to reduce land
consumption, ensure hydraulic invariance in
new transformations, and increase permeable
areas

Reducing land consumption,
increasing permeable areas, and
ensuring hydraulic invariance in
new transformations

Revision of the Building Regulations

Encourage private parties to implement
adaptation measures

Identification of some simple solutions for rainwater
drainage to be approved with a regulation

Internal working group supporting the preparation
and monitoring of the adaptation plan and
connecting with the general planning

Regulating the adoption of alternative
solutions to the conveyance of water
through the whitewater network

Interdisciplinary involvement and
objective-sharing

Coordination to reduce the risk of
its overflowing

Vertical governance

Construction of vertical institutional relations
(state-region) and integrated working methods

Participatory process

Horizontal
governance

constructing horizontal institutional relations
(municipality-municipality-city) and integrated
working methods; international experiences with
the city of Portland

Implementation
schedule

Monitoring indicator

Types

EEA type

Category

Status

increase in permeable
surfaces [m2]

soft

transformative

planning

to be implemented

medium

soft

transformative

planning

to be implemented

medium

approval of a new regulation or
guidelines for rainwater
management [Yes/No]

soft

transformative

planning

to be implemented

long

GdL meetings [no./year]

soft

transformative

soft

transformative

soft

approval of the revision of the Building
Regulations
[Yes/No]
building practices that adopt climateproof
criteria [no.]

good practices developed in
synergy
with
higher-level
institutions [no./year]

Reference
department

Synergy with other
subjects

town planning

Green
Environment
Mobility

private building

green

environment department

GdL Services

governance and
participatory
processes

in progress

governance and
participatory
processes

to be implemented

transformative

governance and
participatory
processes

in progress

medium

environment department

soft

transformative

governance and
participatory
processes

in progress

medium

environment department

medium

long

bridges and waterways

good practices developed in
synergy with other cities [no./year]

Ensuring adequate training for the
design of innovative whitewater
management solutions

training courses in the region [no./year]
training courses in which the GdL
participates [no/year]

soft

incremental

training

Providing technical manuals for urban planning with
technical specifications and examples of solutions
already implemented

Encourage the implementation of
innovative solutions to counteract the
damage caused by heavy rainfall

shared manuals [no.]

soft

incremental

training

Sample of possible
solutions for planners

Define a sample of actions to support design,
including of private individuals, to cope with the
increase in heavy rainfall

Provide planners with possible design
solutions

preparation of manual of solutions
[Yes/No]

soft

incremental

training

Training and internal
sharing of solutions
already adopted

Internal sharing of solutions already adopted
by the city, including on an experimental basis

Pooling of existing knowledge and
dissemination of good practice

internal exchange meetings [no.]

soft

incremental

training

updated maps or new maps prepared
[no.]

soft

coping

knowledge

in progress

inspections to monitor landslide
risk in the hills [no.]

soft

coping

knowledge

in progress

soft

coping

knowledge

to be
implemented

long

greenery and municipal
buildings

soft

coping

knowledge

in progress

short

SMAT

Technical manuals

Specific technical training on designing drainage
areas and raingardens and good practices for
whitewater management as an alternative or as a
supplement to the network of rainwater drainage

Integration of available maps identifying critical
areas in the region both for the risk of overflowing
waterways and flooding phenomena caused by
intense precipitation events or because of the
presence of critical infrastructure (e.g., tanks, plants,
etc.)

Know which areas are subject to crises
depending on the type of event, what the
effects might be. Suitable choice of
location for the construction of new
buildings

Preventive measures in
hilly areas

Monitoring and visual reconnaissance of the hilly
areas, especially in the areas close to the houses,
checking the presence of any critical points
(landslides, mudslides, etc.)

Risk reduction for residents in
hilly areas

Economic reporting
related to extreme
events with damage
to public greenery and
municipal buildings

Evaluate the costs incurred due to extreme weather
events and the potential costs related to the
increased frequency and intensity of the events

Evaluate the economic impact of the
events for the City and the cost of failing
to adapt

Monitor the condition of the storm drains to clean
them regularly to reduce storm drain malfunction
due to leaf accumulation or heavy rain.

Reduce the malfunctioning of the storm
drains due to leaf accumulation,
ensuring the regular run off of rainwater
into the whitewater network

Monitoring of the
storm drains and
periodic cleaning

works related to reported
climate events [no.]

surveys for monitoring of storm
drains [no. of surveys/year]

to be implemented

Town Planning,
Environment, Energy

mobility, urban
development
environment

Participatory process

Mapping of the
main critical areas

Annex 1

Specific objective

Identify an effective governance tool with AIPO or
other competent body on the waterways crossing
the city in order to coordinate prevention works and
management

Governance tool with
AIPO (the Interregional
Agency for the Po River)
or other competent
body

Specific technical
internal training
In search of innovative solutions

RESILIENT ADMINISTRATION

HOW TO PREPARE

Internal working
group

Description of action

short

training

to be implemented

short

training

environment department

to be implemented

short

training

environment department

short

training

GdL Services

short

environment department

to be implemented

medium

Civil Protection

GdL SMAT, ARPA
departments

green
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Floods
Action Name

Knowing so you can act

Dissemination of
the weather and
hydrological alert
bulletin
Define a structured
communication and
behavioural
procedure (during or
following an event)

Communication
activities on new
solutions for
draining rainwater

Municipal
Emergency Plan
Update
Assistance for living better

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION AND MANAGEMENT

HOW TO PREPARE

Implementation
of a widespread
preventive
communication
campaign aimed
at citizens

Define an internal
operating procedure
for managing oneoff emergency
events

Inform citizens about what to do to inform
and protect themselves and about the risks
in the vicinity of their home, workplace,
and commute. Inform citizens about the
collection areas (highlighting them with
appropriate signposting)
Transmission of the weather and
hydrological alert bulletin to the Municipal
Office of Civil Protection and subsequent
transmission to the contacts identified by
the body, as well as dissemination to
citizens
Provide citizens, through data and
communications, with information on events
that have occurred in the city (e.g., in the case
of fallen trees or parks closing due to
uninhabitable situations) and raise awareness
regarding the adoption of behavioural
practices that reduce the risk (what not to do
when there is an extreme weather event in
progress)

Specific objective

increase citizens’ resilience

Disseminate the forecast of
meteorological phenomena and
the anticipated ground effects for
hydrogeological and hydraulic risk,
differentiated by alert zones.

Inform citizens and disseminate
ways of self-protection

Monitoring indicator
broadcasting channels activated
or people reached [no.]

soft

incremental

information and
communication

to be
implemented

short

civil protection

communication,
ARPA Piemonte

broadcasting channels activated
or people reached [no.]

soft

coping

information and
communication

in progress

medium

civil protection

communication,
ARPA Piemonte

soft

incremental

information and
communication

to be
implemented

short

green

communication,
ARPA Piemonte

projects communicated
[no.]

soft

coping

information and
communication

Updating the Municipal Emergency Plan,
taking into account the interaction with the
other services of the city (e.g., green
management in case of emergencies)

Ensuring an effective
emergency response and
prevention system

Approval of the revision of the
Municipal Emergency Plan
[Yes/No]

soft

coping

planning

to promptly manage a critical
intense precipitation event

Definition of procedure for the
management of one-off
emergency events
[Yes/No]

soft

incremental

people reached by
alert communications
[no.]

soft

coping

soft

incremental

Programming and management of
regular civil protection exercises for
rapid and sudden flooding or rain
events

Inform people of any imminent risk
affecting where you are at that time
Increasing the awareness of all
involved, both functions
of the administration and
companies that manage the
services

Synergy with other
subjects

Category

Making citizens aware of the
opportunities and critical issues of
the project solutions adopted

Definition of the procedure and coordination
for an immediate management of rapid
events, specifying how to interact with the
other parties involved (Civil Protection,
Municipal Police Operations Centre, Fire
Brigade, Bridge and Waterway Service), how
to intervene and who does so

Reference
department

EEA type

broadcasting channels activated
or people reached [no.]

civil protection
exercises carried out
[no./year]

Status

Implementation
schedule

Types

Communication activities to explain the
objective of testing new solutions for draining
rainwater

Design and implementation of an alert
system that can send an alert
communication to people in the vicinity of
risk areas (broadcasting)
Civil protection
exercises

Annex 1

Description of action

to be
implemented

medium

in progress

medium

civil protection

to be
implemented

short

civil protection

information and
communication

to be
implemented

medium

training and
awareness

to be
implemented

medium

environment department

communication,
GdL services

Green, PM Bridges
and waterways

civil protection

civil protection
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Floods
Long-term green and land solution
Hydraulic invariance principle of every
transformation
Protected waterways

A SAFE CITY

The hill that flows safely

HOW TO ADAPT THE CITY

A CITY IN HYDROLOGICAL BALANCE

Action Name

Annex 1

Strategic Green
Infrastructure Plan

Green drainage
areas along the
roads

Rain garden

Description of action

Specific objective

Monitoring indicator

Types

EEA type

Development of the plan in
parallel and in coordination with
the adaptation plan for green
planning, which guides the
design and management of
adaptation to climate change

Approval of the Strategic Green
Infrastructure Plan
[Yes/No]

soft

transformative

planning

Rainwater drainage areas along urban road
infrastructure

Reduce the load on the whitewater
drainage network

surface area involved in the
construction of drainage areas
in the mobility infrastructure
[m2]

green

transformative

Green areas for rainwater collection and
subsequent runoff

Reduce the load on the whitewater
drainage network

surface area involved in
the construction of rain
gardens [m2]

green

unwaterproofed surface area
[m2/year]

Preparation of the Strategic Green
Infrastructure Plan

Category

Status

Implementation
schedule

in progress

medium

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

transformative

works on
installations or
infrastructure

green

transformative

works on
installations or
infrastructure

green

transformative

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

to be
implemented

long

to be
implemented

medium

Reference
department

environment
department

green

long

mobility, urban
development

SMAT, green

to be
implemented

long

green urban
developments

SMAT

to be
implemented

long

town planning

medium

mobility, urban
development,
green

Removal of
waterproofed
spaces

Increase in soil permeability

Reduce the load on the whitewater
drainage network

Use of draining
materials

Use of draining materials in areas
undergoing transformation (exiting
experimentation phase)

Reduce the load on the whitewater
drainage network

Adaptation of the
stormwater drains

Regularly clean the stormwater drains and
replace, where possible, with curbside storm
drains to reduce the risk of clogging from
leaves

Reduce the malfunctioning of the
stormwater drains due to leaf
accumulation or heavy rainfall

ordinary or extraordinary
maintenance work on the
stormwater drains [no./year]

grey

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

Rainwater
collection

Rainwater collection on roofs to allow its
subsequent reuse, including through the
construction of green roofs

Reduce sewer load and save
drinking water for uses that do not
require it

rainwater collection
works [no. of works] and/or
[m3 water collected]

grey

transformative

works on
installations or
infrastructure

Forms of
facilities/incentives

Provide forms for facilities/incentives (e.g.,
savings on water bills) for those who do not
discharge white water into the whitewater
drainage system

facility forms implemented
[Yes/No]

soft

transformative

Removal of hazard
and disturbance
elements
from the river
banks

Removal of hazard and disturbance elements
from the river banks, such as unregulated
gardens, business activities/storage, and
unauthorised housing developments

reduce exposure to the risk of
flooding

removal of hazard elements along
the banks [no.]

grey

coping

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in progress

Inspections of hill
streams encased in
pipes

Inspections and cleaning of hill streams
encased in pipes

Reduce the risk of clogging and
subsequent flooding of the hill
streams

works on sections encased in
pipes [no.] and/or [m]

soft

coping

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in progress

medium

Removal of debris/branches/wood that
would be transported downstream creating
weirs and increasing the impact on
infrastructure

Reduce the risk of clogging and
damage to infrastructure, protect
the bridges owned by the City and
ensure safe conditions for
navigation

river cleaning works
[no.] and/or [m]

soft

coping

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

medium

Natural lamination
solutions in areas
far from urban
areas

Intercept, upstream, suitable areas for
the Dora and Stura; coordinate with
AIPO and solicit interventions for the Po.
Use the River Contract tool

Reduce the load on the whitewater
drainage network, avoid flooding in
man-made areas

lamination operations [no.]

soft

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in progress

long

Implementation of
structural
prevention works

Implementation of structural prevention
works such as bank defences, embankments,
raising of banks (financed with state funds
following the flood of 2000) to reduce the risk
of flooding

Reduce the risk of flooding

structural works carried out [no.]
protected banks [m]
funds invested [€]

grey

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in progress

Construction of the embankment on the left
bank of the Po River

Reduce the risk of flooding

completion of works
[Yes/No]

grey

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

in progress

medium

bridges and
waterways

Check the need for possible embrasure of
sections of waterways encased in pipes in
order to reduce critical points for small
riverbed cross-sections

Reduce critical risk points
overflowing

Embrasure works [m]

grey

incremental

works on
installations or
infrastructure

to be
implemented

long

bridges and
waterways

River cleaning

Construction of the
embankment on
the left bank of the
Po River

Assessment of
possible
embrasures

Reduce the load in the
rainwater drainage network

increase permeable surface
area [m2/year]

Synergy with other
subjects

in progress

SMAT

Private Construction,
Buildings
Municipalities

medium

medium

bridges and
waterways

bridges and
waterways

bridges and
waterways

bridges and
waterways

AIPO
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